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The biberty Boys' Girl Friend
DOING G OOD WORK
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-Sally Hunter.
There were two boys in Continental uniform
walking along the country road just outside
E lizabethtown, in New Jersey, one pleasant morning in the month of F ebruar y, in the year 1779.
It was quite late in the month, there was a
promise of an early spring, and the air was
pleasant and not too cold for comfort, the boys
being without their greatcoats and walkinig at
an easy gait. There were Tories in the neighborhood, and as these frequently gave information
to the British, Dick Slater had decided to watch
them as well as the redcoats, and he and Bob,
who was his closest friend, were now on an
expedition outside the town for the purpose of
learning where the Tories lived, the names of
the most prominent ones and other matters of
importance concerning them.
As they were
walking along, they saw a house, stained and
weather beaten, but snug and comfortable looking, a little distance back from t_h e road.
"Let u s stop here and see if we can learn
anything," proposed Dick.
They went up to the hou se, knocked at the
door, and then waiting a moment or two without hearing any indication s of a response,
knocked again, and louder. Then they heard a
clicking sound, and presently the drawing of a
bolt, and a few seconds later saw the rosy,
wrinkled face of an old woman, who supported
herself by a cane, which explained the clicking
sound they had just heard.
"What is it, young sirs ?" she asked, in a feeble,
though pleasant voice.
"We are seeking some information, ma'am,"
replied Dick, taking off his hat, "and thought
perhaps you could give it to us."
"And what mhght that be, young gentlemen?"
"Can you tell us where Master Jonathan Tomp.:.
kins lives?"
"Never heard tell of him!"
"He is a Loyalist, and--"
"Tory traitor, you mean!"
"Oh, you do know him, then?"
"No, I don't know him, except if he is a Loyalist he is a traitor. I ain't got no patience with
n o sich."
"Do you live here alone, ma'am?" asked Dick.

"With my granddaue:ht er Sally, who's doin'
chores, and that's why I came to the door. Won't
you step in?"
. "Thank you," and the two boys entered the
little entry, and followed the little old woman
into the living room, w"f:ere a hot fire burned on
the hearth, and to which she at once advanced
resuming her seat in one corner where she could
get its heat.
"About this Tory, perhaps I have got his name
wrong. Do you know of any in the neighborhood, and could you tell me their names?"
"Well, there's the Hatfields, a set of rascals,
every one of them, and the Luces, as bad, and
the Joneses; that's all right about here that I
could think of just for the moment."
"Where do these live?" asked Dick.
"Over yonder, half a mile back on that road;
the Hatfields does, at least, and the others live
farther along."
"Thank you, ma'am; some day, I think, we
will play them a visit."
"Vi sit those varmints, and you wearing the uniform of your country? I'm a shamed of you!"
"Oh, only to keep an eye on them t o see that
they are no~ giving information to the enemy,"
answered Dick, quickly, while Bob smiled at the
old lady's vehemence.
"Oh, I thought you meant visitin' 'em for
comp'ny's sake, " she replied, quite molifierl.
The boys bade the old lady good morning, and
walked away, hearing as they did so a sweet,
high voice singing lu stily from the barn.
"That's the granddaughte r, I suppose," said
Bob, as they went on up the road.
They walked briskly on, apparentlv looking
neither to the right nor left, yet keeping a close
watch and taking observation of everything
around. After walking· a little farther on the
boys turned and began retracing their way toward town, feeling that they had accomplished
the object of their early morning walk. Half
way between the Joneses and Hatfields there was
a narrow place in the road with high rocks on
either side.
"That would be a good place f or an ambush.
Bob," said the young captain, his eyes always on
the possibilities of the military situation.
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"Yes. Dick. so it wot ld. and--"
"Look out!" hissed Dick, and as he spoke, 1great
pieces of rock came hurtling down on them from
both sides of the road at once. The two boys
sprang to one side anrl sou_ght shelter under a
piece of projecting boulder that jutted out into
the roarl, and each drew a pistol.
"Catch the fellers!" came from somewhere
a'bove. in a big, blustering voice.
Both boys looked up to where the sound came,
and caught sight of a big r ed face, framed in
black, bushy hair, and on which whiskers were
beginning to grow, giving the face almost the appearance of some strange animal. Dick pointed
his pistol directly at the fac e, and called out:
"Come out of that or I'll shoot!"
The face drew back immediately and did not
show itself, while the bill!: voice continued in
·
evidence.
"Hi, shoot, if you wanter, but you won't shoot
.
any of us!"
Dick did not waste his bullet, not knowing how
soon ke might have more urgent need of it.
Then from across the road came a big stone that
crashed on the rock immediately over their heads.
' "Come out into the open and figh t!" shouted
Bob. "Don't skulk in the woods like the sneaking animals that you are!"
"Hi, come out and let you shoot u s! We ain't
such fools, when we got you just where we
want you!" sneered back the b~g voice. "If you
dare t o move you'll be crushed with a dozen
.
rocks !"
Then there came more big stones crashing
down into the road, and as near to the two boys
as their sheltered position would permit, evidently to emphasize the speaker's remarks.
"They've got us at a disadvantage, certainly,"
muttered Bob. "vVe can't fight foes whom we
can't see."
Just then a stone hit Bob in the back and he
was thrown to the ground, where he lay only for
a short while. "There is some one comiJlig to the
rescue, Bob!" Dick shouted.
The Tories ·heard the approach of the horse
also, and turned to look down the road, and saw
a cloud of dust. Dick shot off one of his pistols
as a signal that aid was needed in case it was one
of the Liberty Boys. But in an instant he saw
that the rider was not a boy, but a ,g irl!

CHAPTER IL-The Girl Friend.
Dick sprang to the road, Bob managing to follow him, although his back was still paining him
from the blow he had received a few moments
befo;re. He also had a pistol in each hand, as he
had reloaded while Dick was standing over him.
Dick shouted at the top of his voice:
"To the rescue!"
"Help is coming!" cried the girl in high, clear
tones, riding through the Tories to Dick's side.
Then Dick gave a long, shrill whistle, a signal
that all the Liberty Boys understood to mean
haste to the rescue, at the same time waving his
pistol above his head, and then shouting:
"Forward, Liberty Boys!"
The girl rose in her seat on the horse's back,
and waving her arms about her head, cried:

"To the rescue!"
The Tories looked back at the road, but saw
nothing except the cloud of dust that the 1girl's
horse had left in its wake.
"Charge!" ordered Dick, at the same time
rushing forward at the Tories with his pistols in
his hands, Bob following suit, and the girl also
dashing forward on her horse.
As the Tories faced those gleaming muzzles and
thoUight they heard the Liberty Boys coming on
toward them, they shrank back a second, and then
turned and scrambled up the rocks as fast as
t1J.ey could, slipping and sliding and scratching
themselves and tearing their clothes on the jagged
edges in their haste to get away. After they had
disappeared Dick waited for the Liberty Boys to
appear.
"Where are the boys?" he asked of the igirls.
"Were they not near when you saw them?"
" I didn't see any boys; were you expecting
them?" she asked.
"I thought you said helo was coming, and when
I shouted you called, too!"
"Well, I was comin_g. wasn't I? And when you
shouted to some one to hurry, I suppose I did,
too, but I hardly know what I did, I was so excited!"
Then Dick and Bob la ughed.
"Well, you certainly were of great help, and
we thank you heartily for your promptness," answered Dick. "Are you the little old lady's granddaughter?"
"Granny is little, and I'm her 1granddaughter,"
she replied with a smile. "My name is Sally
Hun t, and I live in that little house at the foot
of the hill."
"Where we stopped half and hour ago?"
"Did you stop there? I didn't know, I must
have been in the barn doing the chores. I was
rubbing Billy down when I heard the shots, and
that's why he was so handy."
She was a pleasant looking girl, with the comeliness of good health, good sense and good temper,
and the boys were attracted to her at once. Then
she noticed that Bob limped.
"You're hurt," she exclaimed. "You ·iget right
up on Billy and ride to the 1house, where Granny
will fix you up in no time. She's just the best
nurse and doctor around here in spite of her
being so lame."
She was off the horse before she finished speaking, and Bob was glad enough to accept her offer
to ride, for every step was agony. Dick walked
along with the ,girl, and on reaching the house
asked to borrow the horse, saying he would igo
back to camp and return for Bob with his horse,
bringing back Billy at the same time.
"You'd better wait and see what granny says
first," Sally advised, so Dick went into the house
and waited while Grandma Hunter examined the
bruise on Bob's back.
"Pretty bad bruise, but you leave him with me
till to-morrow, and he'll be as right as a trivet.
Sally, get the bed in the settin'-room ready right
away, and then you, captain, had better get him
·into bed, while I iget the poultice ready, and tomorrow he won't know he's been hurt."
At fir st Bob demurred at being so much trouble, but Grandma Hunter simply wouldn't listen,
go ing out of the room to make the poultice, while
Sally whispered to Dick;
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"Tell him to stay. It pleases granny so when
she can be of use to any one."
Bob was very glad to remain, as he was suf·
f er ing acutely, and Dick rode off to camp on
Billy, promising to send him back with one of the
boys after dinner. As he neared the camp he
saw two girls on horseback ahead, and he ex·
claimed, half aloud:
"Hallo, that looks like Edith and Alice!"
He U1lg'ed his horse forward, which went fastE:l'
t han a jog only under silent but strong protest,
and soon overtook the two young horsewomen.
"Hallo, girls!" he exclaimed as he rode along.
side. "Where did you two come from ?"
"Hallo, Dick!" they both answered, while one,
a very pretty girl, with sparkling eyes, a merry
smile, and vivacious manners, asked:
"How is it that you are alone? Where's Bob? I
know Edith is dying to know, althou1gh she is too
diffident to ask."
"I did not ask Alice," replied the other girl,
equally as good looking as the one called Alice,
but in a diffeJ:ent way, being thoughtful and gentle, while the other was lively and impulsive,
"because I supposed he was either in camp or
out on duty somewhere."
Edith Slater and Alice E stabrook were also like
sisters, as they would be in the law some day,
for each was enga.ged to be married to the other's
b rother.
"But you have not told me how you happen in
this neighbo rhood;" said Dick.
"We are visiting the Hurlburts, Dick," replied
Edith.
"Oh, yes, they have a fine place back of Elizabethport, haven't they? I have been so busy
that I never thought of it."
"Neither have you answered my question about
Bob," suggested Alice.
"Oh, Bob's all right," replied Dick. "He won't
be able to get back to dinner, thou,gh, so you
girls may not see him this visit."
Edith looked disappointed, but· said nothing,
while Alice exclaimed:
.
"That's too bad; still, we can come over another
day."
They rode into camp together, and were met by
a rosy-cheeked, freckled-face d, jolly-looking Irish
boy, by name Patsy Brannigan, by Tank, corporal
and company cook of the troop composed of one
hundred boys, and known all over the colonies as
the Liberty Boys.
He saluted the captain, and then cried out ill
his cheery, hearty way:
"Eves here are the young ]eddies; now be
givinr them the rousing welcom~ they de~arvel"
The camp soon resounded with cheering boys,
as they came forward to greet the sist~rs of ~he
captain and the lieutenant, the two girls bemg
known by most of the boys, who held them in high
esteem, and were always delighted when they
could pay them a visit. Alice and Edith blushe;d
and bowed and then slipped down from their
horses, and shook hands with a number of the
boys having a smile and a pleasant word for the
r est.' After the greetings were over., a handsome,
d ashing looking young fellow, .a httle younger
than Dick, by name Mark Morrison, and the sec·
f;lnd lieutenant, asked;

s

"Where did you leave Bob, Dick? You went
out together, didn't you?"
"Oh, dear, oh, dear!" cried Dick with a halftried manner. "Here I have been trying to ignor e
the fact that I have left Bob in the home of a
very nice girl, to be n ursed by her ,g randmother
for a bad bruise he g ot while we were out this
morning. Now, you see Edith won't be satisfied
till she kn ows all about it."
"Has Bob been hurt, Dick?" cried Edith, turning pale.
"I knew it, Mark. I wish your tongue was a
little less active at times!" exclaimed Dick.
Even Alice's bright face clouded over.
"Tell us, Dick," she urged, gently.
"There is nothing to worry over, girls. We had
a little tussle with some Tories this morning, and
one of the rocks they hurled at us struck Bob in
the back and made a bad bruise. A young girl
came to our aid and made us· quite unconsciously
think that some of the boys were coming to our
assistance, which sent the Tory boys off in a jiffy,
and then when she found that Bob had been
struck, insisted that he stop at her home and let
her grandmother doctor him up so that he would
feel no ill effects by morning. After dinner, if
you wish, I will take you over to the house and
you can see for yourselves. I wasn't going to
say anything about it until after dinner for fear
of spoiling your appetites."
"If you assure us, Dick, that it is only a bruise,
we can trust you, for we all know that you
would not seek to comfort us by any false assurances,'' said Edith, still looking into his face
keenly and questioningly .
"You may always trust me, little sister," replied Dick, gravely. "If Bob were seriously hurt
I know his first thought would be for you and
Alice and his mother, and you should all know
of it at once. As it is, the worst is that he will
miss your visit here, but you can ride over to the
house and see him there."
A little later Carl blew a loud blast on the
bugle, calling them all to dinner, Patsy having
exerted his skill to the utmost and stretched his
l arder to the limit to get up a fine dinner for their
distinguished guests. The absence of Bob was
felt, but was not allowed t o mar the pleasure of
the occasion, which was like a holiday celebration,
and perhaps all the more enjoyed because unexpected. Soon after dinner Dick proposed taking
Billy home, and also taking the two girls to see
Bob, inviting Ben Brand, Sam Sanderson and
Jack Warren to go also, leaving Mark Morrison in
charge. Bob was both surprised a11d delighted
to see the two igirls, and althJ)ugh Sally would
have kept herself in the backiground, the two girls
insisted on seeing her and thanking her on their
own account for the help she had given their
brothers that morning. The girls made only a
short visit, and then were escorted to the house
where they were visiting by the boys who had
gone with them to the Hunter house. As they
were riding along, Edith said to Dick:
"As we were riding through that bit of woods
I saw a big, red face with black hair all around
it peering out at us."
"That must be the one they call Smith Hatfield," .said Dick,'' and we must look out f or him."

.
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CHAPTER IIl.-One Girl Helps Two Others.
The next morning early Alice Estabrook said

to Edith Slater:

"Edith, I am going to see how Bob is this morni111g. You will want to go with me, won't you?"
"Certainly, Alice, although Dick told u s to be
careful on account of those Tory ruffians."
"Oh, we'll be careful. We always have our
pistols, and our horses are good, so there can be
really no danger, even if there was any reason
why any one should attack u s. I can und erstand
why Dick and Bob should be disliked, for they
are somebody to be reckoned with, but we are
onlv two insignificant girls that no one would
both er with."
"That's so, Alice. I'll gladly go with you, for
I would like to know how Bob is this morning."
They had not said anything of the adventure
their brothers had met with the day before to
the friends thev were visiting, fearing that they
would not be allowed to ride about as freely as
was tlieir custom, either when visiting or at home.
The Hurlburts knew that the camp of the Liberty Bovs was in the neighborhood, and for that
rea.gon had invited Alice and Edith for a visit
so that they could see something of thefr brothers,
and the two girls had gladly accepted the invitation. There were no young people in the
house, the Hurlbu rts being childless. and so the
two girls rode off alone. It was a bright, sharp
morning, and their horses felt lively, so the girls
gave them their heads and rode on for a mile or
two at a quick canter, only drawing rein when
they came to a long hill, which the two horses
took leisurely. There were woods on both sides
for a ways, and the two girls kept a sharp lookout, more from habit than from suspicion of any
enemy being in the vicinity, when Alice said
·suddenly:
"Edith, there's that same face I saw yesterday,
and which Dick said was Smith Hatfield."
"Where is he, Alice?" asked Edith, quietly.
"Just a little way t o the right within the woods.
Don't look or he will suspect that we have seen
.him."
The road curved around a bad piece of ground
at the top of the hill, and was none too good itself, so that the two girls took it carefully in
order that their horses should not stumble and
throw them. When they had rounded the curve,
Edith exclaimed, though in a low tone:
"There's that same face you spoke of, Alice,
and there's another, too. The second one is thin
and evil looking, and had red hair instead of
black."
"They must have cut through the woods and so ·
intercepted u s, Edith. The road is good here.
Let's ,get awav from them!"
The two girls touched the whip to their horses,
and off they bounded, and when Alice looked back
she saw three boys standing in the roa~ looking
after them.
"They were there for no good purpose," said
Edith. "I hope Dick will be there to ride back
home with us."
"I'd be glad of his company, too. We can't ride
over to the camp because we promised Mrs. Hurlburt to be back before dinner, and she would be
a larmed if we did not keep our wor d."

"Oh. they will probably be gone bv that time."
said Edith. I suspe,ct we are nervous. There is
n othing for us to be afraid of in seeing two or
three unpleasant looking bovs."
They found Bob very much better, but still una ble to move without pain, and they joined Mrs.
Hunter in advising him to remain in the old
ladv's care another day. Dick had already been
over that morning early, but had return ed to
camp before the arrival of the girls at the Hunter
home. They did not remain very long, but told
Sally of having seen Hatfield that moTning, and
she insisted on going with Edith and Alice.
The three girls rode off together, hardly afraid
of the three boys, yet a li ttle suspicious that
something unpleasant might happen. They rode
along at an easy gait as lon,g as there were
hou ses about, but when they came near the wood,;
and were aoproaching the spot where they had
last seen the boys. Alice proposed going on at
a gallop, so that the boys would have no chance
to hold them up if such had been their intention.
They saw nothing of the boys, and rounded the
curve at a ,gallop, when reaching the top of the
hiJI the three girls reined in, but Edith's horse
refused to obey the rein, and kept on down the
hill at the same pace. Suddenly he struck a
stone that rolled from under his hoof and caused
him almost to fall, throwing Edith over his head
into the middle of the road. When the two girls
saw the mishap that had come t o Edith, they
hurried to her aid, but before they reached the
prostrate and motionless figure, three boys darted
from the side of the road and seized her horse,
that had come to a stand, at the same time showing that they meant to take the other two as well.
"Git down!" Smith Hatfield said roughly. "We
want them horses !"
"You're not .going 'to have them!" exclaimed
Alice, indignantly. "And please to get out of the
way. for I want to get to my friend."
"Give us your horses fi rst !" and the three boys
blocked the road.
Alice raised her pistol, which she had been carryin11; in her left hand, and said decidedly :
"I'll give you till I count ten to get out of my
way!"
"Huh, you can't shoot all three of tis with one
shot!" exclaimed Tom Jones, contemptuously.
"No, but it will be unlu cky for the one who does
get that one shot," replied Alice, qisietly, although
she was in a fever of a nxiety to ,get to Edith, . wh o
still showed no signs of consciousness.
While Alice sat her horse, pistol in hand, confronting the three boys, who paid no attention
to Sally, that resourceful young lady suddenly
dashed into them, lashing two of them with her
whip and toppling over the other. Then turning
to Alice, s he said, quickly:
"Give me that pistol, and you attend to Edith.
I'll keep these rascals off!"
Alice handed her the weapon, and also t he
bridle of her horse, and then slipped down to t he
ground and bent over the prostrate girl. Consciousness was already returning, and Edith soon
opened her eyes and looked up at Alice, who w
bending over her.
"What's the matter?" she asked.
"Your horse stumbled and threw you."
"Oh, yes, I remember," and she tried t o
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"Sit still a minute, Edith," said Alice, soothinlo(ly, "until you feel better," and at the same time
she slipped her hand into the jacket that Edith
was wearing and secured her pistol. Then she
stood up in front of Edith and looked for the
boys, who were standing on the other side of the
road, Sally bein_g between them and her. Smith
Hatfield still had Edith's horse by the bridle, and
the other two boys shielded themselves behind the
horse.
"Drop the bridle of that horse, and then walk
up that hill as fast as you can!" commanded
Alice in determined tones, "and if you are not out
of range of pistol shot in ten seconds, two of you
are going to ,get hurt."
"Fire when I count ten. Sally!" cried Alice loud
enough for the boys to hear.
"I will, Alice," responded Sally, quietly, but in
a tone that the boys could see she meant what
she said .
Alice began to count.
"One-two-three--four--"
All three boys started from behind the horse,
first giving· him a c1ip that sent him dashing
down the road, and then footed up the hill as fast
as their legs could carry them and their breath
would allow. Before Alice could reach ten, had
she continued counting, the three boys were out of
pistol range. Alice mounted Billy, and then rode
by Edith to support her-if she would need her
arm, but Edith had only been stunned for a moment, and though still dizzy, was able to ride on
slowly. Sally darted ahead, and soon cau.e;ht the
other horse, which had stopped by the roadside
to crop a bit of dried grass, and the three girls
rode on.. toward the Hurlburts. They arrived at
the house without further adventure, and when
Sally would have taken Billy and ridden off
home, Alice would not consent, insisting that she
come in for dinner, which would be about ready.
That evening Dick went again to see Bob, bringing Ben and Sam with him, and they all spent a
pleasant evening together. Dick missed his comrade very much, for they were seldom separated,
and was glad to have Grandma Hunter tell him
that Bob would be in a condition to return to
camp the next day. It was after nine before they
said good-night to the Hunters and Bob, and
started to return to camp. They were all well
moun ted, and the night was fine, so Dick proposed
a scouting expedition to see if anything was go.
ing on before they went back to camp. The boys
received the proposition with delight, as theJ
were always ready for any sort of adventure,
although. they did not anticipate meeting with any
that night, for the enemy were supposed to be on
Long I sland. Still one never knew what might
b~ in the air, and Dick always liked to "Qe among
the first to find out, and it was th.is quality that
had maae him so conspicuous, and had ,gained him
the approbation and commendation of many of
the genernls under whom he had served. They
rode toward the water, down toward what was
called Crane's ferry, and Dick thought he heard
the sounds of oars, although he could see nothing,
as the n ight was dark, there being few stars
visible. He could not be sure that there was any
one on the water, and if there were, was not
certain that it was the enemy, but Dick meant
to wait and find out. Presently Ben and Sam
also heard the sound of oars, Dick's hearing be-
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ing so keen that he had heard the sound some
time before.
CHAPTER IV.-Thwarting the Redcoats.
Dick turned and looked back toward the town
and on a slight elevation saw a house that seemed
brightly lighted for that time of night. He
watched the house for a few moments and then
'
said in low tones to the two boys:
"Look at that house and watch."
The two boys did so, and presently Ben said:
"There seems to be something going on in that
house from the way the lights are movin,g about."
"They are signaling," replied Dick, quietly.
"Is that a fact, Dick?" asked Sam. "What
makes you think so?"
"Watch, and you will see that there is a sort
of regularity in the appearance and reappearance of the light at the windows in the upper
story that faces the Kill."
"That's so, and they are signaling to those fellows on the water !" exclaimed Ben.
"Yes, that is what I think it is. We will watch
and see what happens."
The night was calm, although dark and it
was quite possible for the redcoats to m~ke their
way over from Long I sland through the Kills to
Elizabethtown, and that was what Dick suspected
them of now doing. He waited, however, until
he could find out how large a force was on the
~ay, but owing to the darkness could see very
little, and could nDt determine .by the sound of
the oars alone.
."Let's build fires on the shore, boys," exclaimed
Dick. . "They may think it another signal, and
then If there are many, one of you ride to camp
for some of the boys, while the rest of u s keep
watch."
"Hadn't I better do it, anyway?" asked Sam
Sanderson.
"Yes, you may go at once, Sam, and we will prepare a surprise for them, instead of their surprising us."
Sam rode away quickly, Dick calling after him:
"Be guided by the fires!"
"We will, captain!"
Dick and Ben worked lustily and collected
dead l~aves, dried twigs and branches, and carried
them m great armfuls farther up the Kill where
the marshes lay, it being their intention to lure
the enemy into the swamps, where they would
flounder about till daylight without any one to
guide them out. The light of the fires would
obscure that of the house on the little hill, where
probably ,guides were waiting to conduct the redcoats to the town.
"They did not think this part of the country
would be guarded on account of the marshes"
said Ben,_ ~fter the fires were lighted, and the'y
were awa1tmg the appearance of the enemy. The
boys kept ~ut of the cil'cle of light that gleamed
bnghtly mid the surrounding darkness, and it
was not lon.g before they heard the boats approach, and men talking in whispers.
landing place "
"They are trying to find
'
whispered Ben into Dick's ear.
"There is a little firm ground down there where
the light shines; thP. worst of the marsh~s is
farther back," replied Dick in low tones.

a
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There were quite a number of boats that approached along the edge of the marsh and discharged their loads, and soon the boys could
hear footsteps, which, however, were smothered
by the soft 1ground. The redcoats headed for the
fires, which were on comparativel y firm ground,
and then looked for the lights of the house on the
hill. Dick had taken good care that the lights
of the shore should be so placed that a bad place
in the marshes should intervene between them
and the house. They could see that there were
quite a number of redcoats, it taking them some
time to land, but not enough for Dick to give· the
alarm to the force stationed in the barracks of
the town.
"We can manage them, Ben," he said, "fot they
are only a scouting party, and it is no place for
the regular troops in the swamp. Our boys and
horses are used to the swamps, for we have lived
in them so much!"
It was some time before they all got ashore,
and by then Dick knew that his boys would be on
the way. Suddenly the lights in the house on the
hill went out, and then there was a stir among
the redcoats.
"Evidently it was agreed upon that if the lights
showed it was safe to proceed," whispered Dick,
"and if they were not displayed, that the coast
was not clear."
"I believe they have been watching for us boys,
Dick, and have seen the Liberty Boys on the
way!" exclaimed Ben.
Then began a igreat floundering about in the
marshes, for the tread of the men had s'oftened
the ground, and as they tried to retrace their
way they found themselves going deeper into the
mud at every step. Then Dick heard the tramp
of horses, and shouted:
"Forward, Liberty Boys!"
The boys closed in on them as near as they
could, but their young captain did not care to
risk their horses in the darkness, and was contented with driving the enemy back to their boats,
which they reached after a trying experience in
a very muddy and bedragiged state.
"The regulars may say that I should have called
on them," said Dick, "and" prevented the redcoats
from getting away."
"Then the regulars should have discovered the
enemy for themselves," responded Bob.
This was after they had seen the redcoats embark and pull away in the first gray streak of a
winter's dawn, and were riding back to their
own camp. Dick was looking for the house on
the sl1ght riS'e to see to whom it belonged, for in
the darkness it had not been quite possible for
him exactly to locate it.
"That is the Hatfield house!" he exclaimed. "We
have got to keep them under a strict watch."
Bob had heard the passing of the Liberty Boys,
and had jumped out of bed in spite of his lame
back to see them. He knew by the manner of
their going that something was occurring, and it
was as much as he could do to restrain himself
until he heard their return, when he poked his
head out of the window and hailed them. Dick
told the others to go back to camp, and stopped to
relieve Bob's curiosity, sending Major on with the
boys, as he would not trust him in the Hunter
barn lest some harm come to him. Dick told of
the n1ght's happenings, and of his suspicions of

the Hatfields, and there was no sleep for him that
night, for daylight had come before he had finished talking to Bob. The Hunters were yery
much surprised to see Dick in the morning, for
they had heard nothing of the passing of the
Liberty Boys, and insisted that Dick remain to
breakfast. At the._ table he told what had hap.
pened the night before, and the Hunters agreed
with him that the Hatfields had been in leagutt
with the redcoats, and that they ought to be
watched. Soon after breakfast Harry Thurber
brought over Major and Bob's bay, and the two
boys went back with him to camp, after giving
hearty thanks to the Hunters for the care they
had given Bob.
When she had finished her chores Sally felt
lonely, and concluded to ride over and tell the
girls the news of the previous night, so she
mounted Billy al}d rode off. She had igot only
half way and was slowly jogging along, never
thinking of danger, so used was she to riding
about, when suddenly Tom Jones sprang out from
the side of the r-0ad and seized the bridle rein of
Billy, while at the same moment Smith Hatfield
darted out and pulled her off the saddle, puttinig
his hand over her mouth so that she could not call
for help, and together with Pete Luce dragged
her off into the woods, sheJighting and struggling
all the while. The two boys, however, were more
than a match for one igirl, however plucky she
might be, and she was carried oft down into the
hollow round which the road curved, and b-Ound
hand and foot, and then set up with her back
against a rock.
"We'll learn yer better than to go and spy on
us!" cried Smith Hatfield, his red face still redder
with anger.
"Who spied on you?" demanded Sally.
"Oh, you needn't be pertendin' innercence. We
saw Dick Slater leave your house last night, and
get the Liberty Boys and go down t o the Kill so
as to spoil our plans, an' then afterwards go
back to your house to tell you all about it!"
"And how did I learn of all this?" asked Sally,
scornfully.
"Oh, you overheard us talkin' some time."
"There's one hundred. boys under the command
of Captain Dick Slater that will be after every
one of you if you don't treat me decently, I can
tell you that!"
"Huh, what do they care for you?" asked Pete
Luce.
" You will soon see what they care for you, and
that will be more to the purpose! I shouldn't
wonder if they were comin;g now, for I hear
horses."
·
Sure enough, the thud of horses' .hoofs could
be distinctly heard, and Sally, before the b-Oys
could sj!op her, let out at the top of her lungs
one of the Liberty Boys' signals.
Then the next thing they knew a shot came
whizzing close to Smith Hatfield's ear, and another made a hole through Tom Jones' hat, while
Pete Luce threw himself fiat on the ground, face
downward, and put both hands to his ears and
trembled. Then came the sound as if some one
were coming down to them in the ,gully, and tw
more shots came in dangerous proximity to t
boys, who then decided that discretion was m
the better part at that moment, and scrambled
the other side and into the woods as fast as th
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. legs could carry them. Pete Luce did not stir,
not even when he felt a heavy weight on his
back, and his hands drawn away from his ears
and tied behind hi s back, and his ankles also
fasten ed close together, as he did not dare hardly
to breathe Jest he be despatched then and there.
After Pete Luce was securely bound with strips
torn off two young ladies' petticoats, Sally's
bonds were removed by the owners of said petticoats, and three young ladies joined in a hearty
laugh at the putting to flight of two .husky young
fellows and capturing a third by two girls. In. stead of the Liberty Boys riding to the rescue,
Alice and Edith had chanced to be riding that
way, despite their adventure of the precedim1:
day, being doubly armed, and hearing the signal
of the Liberty Boys in danger, had hastened to
the rescue.
CHAPTER V.-Tory Boys and Liberty Boys
Meet.
The girls remounted their horses and rode
rapidly to the camp of the Liberty Boys, w'h ere
they told Dick and Bob of the attack on Sally
Hunter and their fortunate arrival on the scene.
The tV.:o boys were very indignant, and while
Dick said little, Bob exclaimed, angrily:
"We';ve got to settle those boys, Dick, and in
short order, too!"
"I'm with you there, Bob!" was Dick's quiet
rejoinder.
The two girls had not intended makin1g more
than a call to learn how Bob was, and finding that
he had nearly recovered from his slight injury,
said they would go back. The two boys promptly
announced their intention of taking them back,
Sam asking permission to go also, and to see that
Sally anived home without further mishap. As
the Hunter home was in a different direction from
the Hurlburt mansion, the three boys aigreed to
meet at a certain point, and then ride into town
together, where they had business. They took the
girls home without meeting any of the Tories,
met according to agreement, and were proceeding toward the town, when they saw the very boys
whom they felt they owed a drubbing walking
ahead and in the same direction. The three Liberty Boys soon overtook the Tory Boys and gave
them each a good thrashing after which they returned to camp.
That same evening as Sally was doing the
chores, . she heard voices coming along the road,
and looking out of the barn, saw Smith Hatfield
app:roachinig, accompanied by a stranger. They
were talking very earnestly together, the stranger
appearing to be giving directions to which the
other was paying strict attention. She could not
hear what was said, but caught the words
"Liights," "Guides," and "Ferry."
After reading the contents of the paper, the
stranger handed the same to Smith Hatfield, who
took it and put it carefully away in an inner
pocket, nodding his .head energetically several
times, as if assuring the stranger that something
would be done. They went on in the darkness,
and Sally lost sig"ht of them. She went back to
her work in the barn, wonderin.g what the business between Smith Hatfield and the stranger was
all about.
"I must see the captain!" she thought.
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Then she remembered the time of niJ(i1t, and
that her grandmother would never consent to her
going out alone in the darkness, and she \Vas not
the kind of girl to deceive her good old ig-randmother even if she deemed it in a worthy cause.
Instead she tried to contrive some other way of
notifying the Liberty B oys of her suspidons.
"I wi11h I had arranged a system of signals with
the camp," she thought. "But how ridiculous
it would have seemed to propose such a thing,
as if I would have any information to give the
captain that would be of any particular importance. Nothini;c~an happen till morning now,
for it is so late the redcoats could not get here tonight. I'll just go to bed and to sleep, antl not say
a word about it to granny till mornin)\, for I
don't want to keep her awake."
Sally performed a part of her good resalutitms,
that part of not worryin,g her grandmother and
of going to bed, but not going to sleep, for she
jumped at every sound; thinking that perhaps the
redcoats were, after all, attacking the town that
very night. She tried to reason her fear; away,
but did not succeed, and she rose earl:\· in the
morning after a sleepless ni1ght, perforrned her
duties, and then as soon as possible after break-fast, mounted Billy and set out for the camp of
the Liberty Boys. She told Dick of what she had
overheard and seen, and also her suspicirms, and
he thanked her heartily for coming.to him so soon,
asking her always to do the same whe11 it was
possible, which she gladly promi11ed to r.!o. She
hastened back, but just before reaching her home
she saw ahead the familiar form of Smith Hatfield. $omething prompted her to folhw him,
so she slipped down from Eilly's back, opened the
gate of his pasture, and let him go in, saddled as
he was, and then proceeded by foot over the fields
to the Hatfield house. It was still quite early in
the morning, early enough to make her feel rather
surprised at seeing Smith about, for it was a well
known fact in the neighborhood that he and his
father were not early risers. Smith entered the
house by the back way, and Sally, waiting until
~he door c_losed after him, followed, and peeped
mto the wmdow of what proved to be the diningroom. It was a comfortably furni shed apartment, for the Hatfields had once possessed property, although now ther e was little left. for o1d
man Hatfield and his good-for-nothing son, both
having rather an unsavory reputation in the
neiighborhood, the older man for his meanness,
and the son for his shiftlessness and ir:res'flonsible
ways. The old man was sitting at the breakfa!t
table and looked up with a scowl as Smith took h~
seat, saying something that Sally could not hear.
Smith made some rude reply, and then commenced helping himself to the food that was already on the table, and eating ravenously. Once
in a while they would exchange a _word or two,
seeming not t o be on good terms with each other,
when suddenly Smith jumped up from the table,
went over to an escritoire, jerked open one of it1
drawers, drew forth a paper, which he put before
his father with a triumphant look on his face.
The old man looked at the paper in surprise, fumbled for his spectacles, which he found after some
difficulty, slowly adjusted them with tremblinog
fingers, and then began to read. What was .in
t~at paper?
Sally made up her mind that she
would find out I
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CHAPTER VI.-Dick and Bob Go Investigating.
Soon after Sally left, Dick said to Bob:
"I believe I'll go and have a look around to
see what the redcoats are doing, whether there
are any signs of active preparations. They may
be contemplat ing another landiilJg.""Take me with you, Dick?"
"Yes, if you would like to go."
A little later two boys in greatcoats and big
boots got into a. rowboat and started out to get
as near the enemy as they could without being
discovered. They guided their little boat up the
North river, keepiilJg a.way from the enemy's
ships, not wishing to attract any attention·, and
thus to escape being challenged and made to give
some account of themselves and their business.
They hugged the Jersey shore until they saw a
spot where they thought they could land across
the river, it being rather swampy ,ground, and
therefore not so strictly l!llarded. They went
down toward the busiest part of the city of New
York, and as it was then near noon, concluded to
stop at a little inn near the common that was kept
by a patriot, and where they were well known.
They had dinner there, and asked the landlord
all the news of the day, but he. knew of nothing
of any special interest, a lthough he told them a
good deal about the doings of the redcoats in the
city. They went down toward the Battery and
saw the ships of the enemy in the bay, but could
observe no unusual activity on them, although
they both commented on the number of small
boats around the three islands, Long, Staten and
Manhattan. They left the Battery and in a little
while entered a tavern further uptown. The
room was comfortably filled with men eating,
drinking and smoking, but the two boys had no
difficuty in finding . an empty table in a corner
farthest away from the fire, which they did not
mind, however, for the warmth of the room was
sufficient for them after having been out in the
cold for so long. They called each for a bowl of
soup, which they consumed with considerable relish, for the keen air had· given them appetite,
and they had pie and cheese, with a steaming cup
of tea, the waiting maid being much surprised
that the young fellows did not call for anything
stronger, and int imated as much. The boys took
no notice of her sugigestions, but went on eating,
so she tossed up her head and flounced off without paying any further attention to them. As
they began to feel the warmth of the room penetrate through their clothes and the warmth of
the food their bodies, both boys threw off their
greatcoats as well as their hats, and sat in ordinary attire, never thinking that there would be
any one around to recognize them. Then the
door opened and Smith Hatfield entered and sat
down at a table near the two boys, appearing to
be waiting for some one, for he did not order any
refreshment. Dick turned his back to him and
motioned with his lips for Bob to resume his
greatcoat, and while Bob was doing so the door
opened again to admit a man this time, who gave
a look around the room and then we:nt over to
where young Hatfield had sitting, and took a
chair opposite him. Although Dick's back was
toward him, he could hear all that was said, but
the man spoke rather ambiguously. Dick a11d

Bob listened intently for some intimation of when
the contemplated attack was to be made, but at
this instant Smith turned his head in the direction of the boys, and on seeing Bob, started a little
and then turning to his companion, said something in a hurried whisper. Dick rose to his feet
immediately, standing in front of Bob so that
Smith could not see his face. Dick walked toward
the bar and paid his score, managing to keep
his back toward Smith, who, however, rose to his
feet quickly and put himself in a position to se«o
his face. The moment he saw Dick's full face he
gave a cry:
"That's Dick Slater, the rebel spy, and he heard
all we said!"
Dick sprani:r over the bar, Bob at his heels, and
made his way into the back room, which was the
private sitting-room of the l andlady, despite her
voluble protests, and through that to a door at
the back, which they flung open, expecting it to
lead to the street. Instead it opened into an enclosed back yard, surrounded by a high board
fence, and they could hear irate pursuers close
behind. It was quite .light, so it was impossible
to crouch out of sight, as there was nothing in the
enclosure large enough to conceal them. There
was a big ho.gshead in the yard, it is true, but
that was close against the fence and was bottom
side up, so it afforded no place for concealment,
but it did offer a foothold to the two boys, of
which they quickly availed themselves to clamber
up over the fence. But as Dick was letting hi.,mself down on the other side and turned his head,
he found himself looking into the barrel of a
gun ' that the man who had been talking with
Smith Hatfield was pointiilJg toward him. At
the same time the landlord and Smith Hatfield,
as well as sundry others, who had been · spectators
of Dick and Bob's hasty exit from the ta¥ern,
were at Bob's heels, ready to pull him back into
the yard. Bob was on top of the fence just as
Dick's hands were leaving it, and saw at the same
moment with Dick the musket that was leveled
at the latter's head. He didn't wait to take second thought nor a second sight of the m en at his
heels, but hurled himself down on the m~ who
held the gun and bore him to the ground, the
gun going off as it struck the pavement. Dick
was already speediilJg down the street 'With Bob
a close second, for the latter had recovered his
footing before the surprised redcoat had regained his. Dick and Bob made good use of their
legs, but so also did their pursuers, who was
shouting lustily all the time for the people ahead
to block the way to the two fugitives. It seemed
to the boys as if persons were springing up from
the sidewalk, and Dick hissed:
"Into that house, Bob!"
Dick had seen that the door of the house was
ajar, and he dashed inside, through the narrow
hall into a back room where an old lady was
u sing a fiat-iron. As the two boys rushed into the
room, she looked up in a rather bewildered expression, which soon changed t o one of wrath,
when she exclaimed:
"Drat these boys!"
,
The two boys did not stop to hear her remar
or even pass the time of day, but dashed out t
back door, vaulted over the low fence at t
end of the yard, and were speeding away tow
the parallel street, while the irate old woman
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after them with indignation in her eye and a
flat-i ron in her hand, mumbling all the while uncomplimentary epithets. Then she heard some
one else coming through the passage, and she
trotted to the door, the indignation in her eyes
:flaming still hotter, while the flat-iron in her
hand was scarcely less warm, and presented
both to the on-comers. She was not a litt1e woman, but of Amazonian proportions, and as the first
of the pursuers to present himself tried to push
her aside, he met the broad side of the flat-iron
full in his face. He clapped his hand to his
cheek, with a howl, to be pushed rudely aside by
the next comer, who received her broadside on the
other cheek. The third thought it best to try to
explain , but the defender of her heart and home
w6uld li sten to nothing; in fact, she was as deaf
as a door-post, and for that rPason had been
the butt of many a rude boy. The two who had
already felt the weight and heat of her single
weapon backed out of the way, thereby gettirng
directly in the path of the individual who had
such strong reasons for apprehending the two
fugitives.
"My good woman," he said in a superior and
authoritive manner, "let· u s through at once."
"Trounce me, will ye?" she screa)lled. "Let me
see you try!" and she held out her solitary object
of defence and offence.
He made a quick movement to grab the iron
out of her hand, and she let him have it, his
hands being bare, for he had rushed out of the
tavern oarehanded and bareheaded. He dropped it wjth an oath, and in such a hurry that he
did not have ti.me to remove his toes from the
spot where the hot flat-hon elected to fall. He
seized his foot in his two hands and went hopping around the passage, and while the volume
of sound that issued from his mouth might have
equalled that of a high-priced tenor when striving after the high C, his actions would hardly
have been classed in the song and dance order.
The big old woman took advantage of this diversion to go back to her fire, and drew forth another flat-iron, and all this time Dick and Bob
were making good use of their legs and getting
farther and farther away.

CHAPTER VII.-On the River.
"Well, we got out of that!" laughed Bob, when
they saw that they were no longer followed.
"Yes, and we want to get back to Elizabethtown as soon as possible to put the general on
~ard, for I am sure that there is an intended
invasion, and soon, too."
They recovered their breath in a few moments,
and then pushed on rapidly, for by this time the
dusk was begining to come on, and they wanted
to iget back to camp before dark, if possible.
They had no difficulty in reaching their boat, and,
stepping in, put out toward the Jersey shore.
There were boats on the river, as they could see,
but the boys hoped to evade them in the gathering gloom, and ·steered their course so as to
avoid getting near any of them. But as they
went up the river, another one, and larger than
most of the others, pulled directly toward them
and blocked their way, callilljg on them to stop.
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"Go back!" was the order.
"But we want to get home!" expostulated Dick.
"Where do you want to go?"
"Up yonder," and Dick pointed up the river,
but presumably on the New York side.
"Go back and go by land, then."
There was no use of protesting or attempting
to go on in face of the order and that big boat
filled with men, so Dick and Bob slowly turned
their boat and headed for the shore they had
just left. The boys were thoroughly nonplussed,
for they knew that the whole water front would
be patrolled, and every boat held up, so that there
would be no possible way for the news of the
attempted invasion to reach the patriots. They
pulled back to shore, hid their boat, and then
squatted down to wait until niight and try again.
The time passed slowly enough, especially as
they were so eager to be back at their posts and
to be able to apprise the general of the contemplate(! attack. Darkness seemed to them to fall
very tardily, but it gradually became more and
more dark, until they could only distinguish the
boats when they passed directly in front of them,
and then sometimes only by the lanterns swung
astern.
"Shall we try it now, Bob?" whispered Dick,
at length.
"I am ready. Anything is better than waitinig
here doing nothing!"
They took their oars and shoved the boat
cautiously out into the stream, but had hardly
done so when they were obliged to puH back, for
a boat was passing athwart their bows. ,
"That was a narrow escape!" breathed Bob, as
they watched the boat disappear in the darknesb'.
They pulled out again, and the way seeming
clear, they shot out into the darkness, not seeing
a liight on the river within a quarter of a mile of
them. They had got into midstream when they
saw a large rowboat bearing down on them. The
two boys tried to back water, but saw another
boat approaching from the other direction.
"We have g.o t to run for it!" whispered Dick,
and the two boys plied their oars lustily and shot
across the other's bows in plain sight. There
came a hail immediately, but the boys paid no
attention to it.
"Stop, or we shoot!"
But ~he two boys bent their backs closer over
the oars and pulled on ..
"Shoot away!" muttered Bob, "if you will only
let us go!"
Every stroke was takiIJJg the boys farther up
stream, and away from the place where they
wanted to land on the Jersey shore, but they
took no account of that, being eager to get away
from their pursuers in any event. The pursuit
was soon abandoned, for iri the darkness it was
impossible to see more than a few rods ahead,
and as the boys carried no light and their boat
was so low in the water, it scarcely showed on
its surface.
"There are more boats ahead, Bob," whispered
Dick.
But as soon as they turned toward the shore
there came lights flashing in their direction, followed by the command to stop. The boys paid
no attention, as before, and again came the singing of bullets near enough to make them duck
their heads lest they be struck. They s~nt in
c
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the boat to shore, and leaped out, striking the icy there came any alarm, but he knew that Sally
cold water, but managing to flounder out of it had something important to communicate or she
onto the soft, marshv ground. The boats came would not have come so soon to camp again and
after them, but evidently Dick was better ac- left an urgent messaige for him to see her as soon
quainted with the vicinity than their pursuers, as possible after his return.
Although it was late for the Hunters to be up,
for while they were trying to find a place to
land, ..the two boys had leaped from their boats there was a light in the kitchen, and as soon as
and were making their way across the half frozen their horses came near the house they could see
marsh. Lanterns were swung from the boat and Sally at the window peering out into the darkby men who succeeded in making a landinig, but ness. Dick gave a signal that she knew, and the
:Served only to show the position of their enemies, light disappeared from the window. a door was
for by t hat time the boys were out of its' radius. flup,g open, and Sally stood in the light that shone
They paid no further attention to their pur- through it out into t he darkness.
"h that vou, captain?" she called. suers, althoug-h several bullets followed them,
"Yes, Sally. Do you need me?"
but not near enough to cause them any alarm,
"I am so glad you came, for I feared it being
and then the two boys started on their trip over
the treacherous marshes. for they had landed so lafe that you would not come to-night."
"What is it, S~lly?"
som_e miles away from Elizabethtown .
"\Vait a moment," she replied, "don't dismount,"
"It seems as if fate were working for the enem y, Dick!" exclaimed Bob, once when they came and she disappeared,foT a moment, but soon reap·to a particularly difficult piece of swamp land, "to peared with a warm cloak thrown about her head
and shoulders.
keen us from getting back to Elizabethtown."
"Can I ride with one of you?" she asked.
"They won't succeed," responded Dick, grimly,
"Yes-, come up here with me," replied Dick.
"despite their combined efforts."
"Where is it that we are to go?"
"Do you expect to outwit fate itself, Dick?"
"Fate depends largely on the person who profits
-'?r ioses by it, and I'm not one of those to lose if
.
I can help it."
"Then you believe in the 1good winning out'?"
CHAPTER VIIl.-A Daring Venture.
"Yes, in the long run, but it sometimes takes
good wind and staving qualities to be there at the
As they rode on in the darkness, Sally first
finish," Dick answered .
directing t heir way, she explained to the two boys
They got stuck in the mud on more than one what she had seen that morning in the dining
occasion, their thick boots protecting the~r feet room of the Hatfield house.
from the water and cold, but, being heavy, seemed
"There's something in that paper, I am sure,
to drag their feet down jnto the ooze. The swamp captain, that you OU!ght to see!" she exclaimed,
was not frozen solid, but in places was sufficiently after she had finished her account.
frozen to enable them to make fair progress,
"I ·am sure of it, too, Sally, and all the more
which would soon be counteracted by a bad piece sure since our trip to New York. I thought we
that had to be crossed before they could reach would never get back. They are planning an
their camp. It was now lon,g after dark, and the attack, but we could not tell when, though we
boys were cold, tired and hungry, and the prospect think it is for to-night. Perhaps that paper may
of the bright fires of the camp and the hot supper tell."
they knew Patsy would have awaiting their arWhen they came near their house, they disrival gave them fresh courage to proceed. At mounted, so that the horses should not reveal
J.ength the fires of their camp came into view, and their presence, and proceeded on foot. The house
the two boys gave one of their signals to let the was shrouded in complete darkness, and not a
boys know they were coming. Immediately came sound was heard from within nor without except
an answering cry from nigh a hundred throats, those that the two boys and Sally made. She
and in a few moments the young captain and his led them around to the back of the house to the
lieutenants were in the midst of a welcoming and very window from which she had made her obeager crowd of boys.
servations that morning, and which was pro"Get us something to eat at once, Patsy," Dick tected by wooden shutters. Dick tried to wrench
said. "We are as hungry as bears and we have the· shutter open, but it was too securely fastened,
yet some work to do."
so he drew out his jack-knife and tried to loosen
"It's all by the fire awaitin' yez, captain dear. the screws that fa stened the hinges. He could not
An' sure the pretty gal from down the road has budge them, for they were so rusty and deeply
been comin' after ye a.gain, askin' that we do let embedded in the hard wood. Then he and Bob,
:her know as soon as ye come back to camp."
who had also his jack-knife in hand, cut the wood
"It is too late for her to come over to us, Bob. around the hinges, and tried to pry them off.
I suppose we might better go to her as soon as Fortunately the house was an old one, and the
we have eaten something. In the meantime, I wood had become softened by age, and this they
shall send Sam with half a dozen of the boys over were able to do, although it took quite a little
to General Maxwell with a report of what we have time, during which interval Sally waited in a
seen and what we have reason to suspect."
fever of impatience. Being obliged to work
While waiting for Patsy to put their supper n oiselessly, they could not accompli sh their task
on the table, Dick wrote a short despatch, which as expeditiously, but they had the shutter loose
he sent off at once, and then he and Bob ate hur- at length, and were then able to remove the bar
riedly, and mounting their horses set out for the and to throw open the other side. Being protected
Hunter house. They rode hastily, for Dick felt by the heavy wooden shutters, the old man had
that he must be on hand with his boys in case not considered it necessary to fasten the sash 111
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well, and it was an easy matter to raise that,
and then Dick climbed in, Bob boosting Sally so
that she could enter, and then :following himself.
The room was in darkness, and the night without
also being dark, at first they were afraid to move
lest they strike something and overthrow it and
thus make a noise. Then Sally whispered, "I
brought a dip, some sulphur matches, and tinder
box. I brouight these along so as to be sure of a
light."
They soon had the tallow dip sputte ring, and
then saw on the table a · wax candle in a candlestick, which produced a decidedly better light.
Sally hastily threw aside her cloak, and went to
the escritoire, to which she had seen Smith restore
the paper they bad come in quest of. · She knew
it was in the bottom drawer, and went directly
to that one and attempted to pull it out , but found
the drawer to be locked. Again Dick had recourse to his jack-knife and soon pried the drawer
open, and setting it down on the flol)r, they began to examine its contents by the light of the
wax candle, which they had placed down on the
floor. There were a number of papers in the
drawer, and every one had to be opened and examiI,J.cd until they came to the r ight one. Dick
was kneeling oI). the floor lookjng into the papers, while Bob stood over him, watching eagerly
for a sight of the precious decument to appear,
and apprehensive lest it should not be there after
all their trouble. Every paper was taken out and
opened u,ntil the last one was reached, and ~till
they had not found the one they were seekmg.
As they saw that there was not another paper in
the drawer, they all looked at one another in dismay. Diel!: was putting the papers back into the
box, thinking that Sally had made a mistake in
the drawer.
.
"We will look into all of-them," he whispered.
"I am sure this is the one," murmured Sally,
and she began hastily t o examine those that still
lay on the floor. As Dick saw Sally igoing over
them again, he stopped replacing the papers and
watched. her, but she could find nothing.
"I will look ove1· these again," he said.
There was a slight noise in the adjoining room,
and Sally spranl!' to her feet. As Dick took the
papers again from the drawer, he htard the
sound repeated, and Sally, pointing to the door,
gasped:
"There's old Hatfield! Look out!"
Bob turned and saw the old man coming in
armed with a sword and a pistol. The old man
was fully dressed, probably having fallen asleep
in the adjoining room, where he had been waiting
perhaps for the return of his son, or perhaps for
the si1gnal for the contemplated attack. As he
saw the two boys, he gave a growl, and advanced
menacingly towaTd them. Quick as a flash Dick
put out the light of the candle with his fingers,
while in the sudden daTkness the old man tripped
on the rug and fell h eadlong, his swoTd clat tering away in one corner of the room, and his pistol
exploding as it struck the floor. Sally grabbed
up her cloak, which she had dropped on a chair
near the window, and running toward it, got
quickly out; letting herself down by her hands as
fast as she could, and then dropping to the
ground the rest of the way. Bob quickly followed, Dick likewise, he having slipped the unopened package into the p ocket of his greatcoat.
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They ran for their horses, hastily mounted, and
then rode back to Sally's home, where they opened
the packet that Dick had broU:ght away, not with
the idea that it contained anvthing of interest to
them, as Dick had thought he had examined
everything the drawer had contained, but as a
sort of a forlorn hope. A s he opened the packet
another paper fell from it, which proved to be the
letter of instructions of the redcoat officer t o
Smith Hatfield. Dick quickly mastered its contents, reading the paper aloud to Bob. It showed
that the attack was to be made that night, and
Smith Hat field with a trusted aid was at midnight to lead the British troops to the town and
on to the barrack s, while the inhabit.ants were all
presumably asleep . Dick looked at the old clock
that hung on the wall, and saw that its hands
pointed to half-past eleven. There was little time
to arouse the town, but as the letter indicated
that a large force would embark at Lon,g Island,
Dick knew the only thing for him to do was to
notify General Maxwell as quickly as possible.
·"I am going, too!" announced Sally, in a fever
of excitement. "I will get Billy and ride to town
with you."
The old lady would have expostulated . but Dick
assuTed the loving 1grandmother that they would
k eep an eye on her granddaughter, and that it
would be cruel to keep her at home, when she
might be of great service to other women, who
would be routed from their beds, and with little
children to protect. The old grandmother made
no furtheT protest, and in a few moments Billy's
hoofbeats were heard outside, and the two boys,
hastily bidding Mrs. Hunter good-ni1ght, rushed
out of the door, jumped up onto their horses and
galloped away toward Elizabethtown. They left
Sally at the door of the governor's house, while
Dick and Bob went on. Dick to the barracks t o
acquaint the general with the expected- invasion,
and Bob back "to camp to rally the Liberty Boys.
A s soon as Dick had aroused the soldiers at the
barracks and delivered his startling bit of information, h e galloped off toward the Salt Meadows to see if he could intercept Smith Hat field
and his assistant. ·
"No doubt it is Pete Luce whom he has got to
help him," he th.ought.
Then he remembered how they had seen them
both in N ew York that very day.
"They will come with the redcoats!" he exclaimed, checldng his horse, "so there is no use
of my trying to capture them."
He rode back to camp, and then despatched
Mark Morrison, Sam Sanderson, and Ben Brand
to patrol the Salt Meadows, and as soon as redcoats were sighted to race to town, while he and
the rest of the Liberty Boys would take their station outside the town to give the militia full time
to make oreparations to receive the enemy with
a warmth of enthusiasm for which they would
hardly be prepared. It was now midnight, and as
dark as Erebus is supposed to be, and no one
knew how near or how far the enemy might be.
Dick left his boys under Bob's command and r ode
over to the Salt Meadows to see for himself if
there were any indications of the enemy's approach, but could discover nothing except the
three boys who were patrolling the vicinity according to his instructions. He spoke to them
all, and finding they had n othing t o N P-Ort, an d
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geeing nor hearing nothing on the Kills, he returned to town. Meanwhile Sally had knocked at
the door of the governor's house, but all the
household was in bed and asleep, secure in the
knowledge that the soldiers were in the barracks
to defend the town from assault.
Not a light gleamed at any of the windows,
only the dogs in their kennels gave evidence .of
life by barking furiously. Again and again Sally
iifted the heavy knocker on the big front door
and brought it down with all her strength. Again
and again she listened for some response, and
when almost discouraged, a head was thrust out
of a window of one of the upper chambers, and
demanded who was making all that disturbance.
It was the voice of a girl, and it seemed familiar
to Sally, but she was t oo distracted at that moment to place it.
"The enemy are coming!" she cried. "Prepare
to defend the house!"
"Wait !" cried the voice. "and I will be down!"
In a few moments Sally could hear the clanking of the great chain that .secured the door, and
the unbolting of a lock, and then in a moment
more saw, with a candle held in her hand carried
above her head, the face of Alice Estabrook!
"Alice!" she cried. "How did you come to be
here to-night?"
"The governor is absent, and Edith and I have
come to spend the night with the governor's
daughters to bear them company. But come in
and tell us what you mean!"
Then Sally told her story, and Alice then called
Edith, and later Mistress Polly and Mistress
Anne the governor's daughters, to hear the news
that 'sally had brought. As soon as Mistress
Polly understood the situation, she caused the
alarm bell to be rung, and soon the whole household in various stages of dress and undress appeared in the big 'h all.
"The town is to be attacked." announced the
young lady in a calm voice, "and we must be
prepared to defend the house and ourselves. In
my father's absence I shall. take command." .
She hastily gave instructions for all to attire
themselves, and for both men and women to arm,
and to take positions at the doors and windows,
but not to fire without orders from her. The
four girls or rather five, for they insisted that
Sally remain with them, were provided with firearms and after ordering that lights should be
put ~ut, they took up their various pos.itions and
prepared to wait. It was about m1dmght when
Sally had awakened the house, and it too~ some
little time for them to put themselves mto a
state of defence, they expecting to hear every moment that the redcoats were on them, or at least
the sound of firing.
No intimation, however, came of the appearance of the redcoats, although now the town was
the scene of considerable excitement and bustle,
for the troops were preparing to give a warm
reception to the redcoats when they should '.lPpear in the t()wn, General Maxwell not deemmg
it wise to try to prevent their landing on the
Salt Meadow, for fear of hampering his troops
by the mud. The moments nassed in anxious
suspense to watchers, not only in the governor's
residence but in houses of less pretension, for
at every 'sound they would start, expecting that
the-enemy was upon them.

" I believe they had been warned and are not
coming, after all," said Sally, at length. "They
ought to be here by now."
Then came the sound o.f shots, and of the ,galloping of a horse, and they all looked at one
another with quickened breath and changing color.
"They have come!" exclaimed Edith.
The others assented with whitened cheeks and
lips. Then again all was still. A few moments
later another horse came galloping past, ana
then they knew that the enemy were on them!

CJIAPTEE. IX.-Descent on the Town.
The galloping horse that the girls at the governor's mansion had heard was ridden by Sam,
whom Dick had placed on the edge of the Salt
Marshes to give intimation of the first sign of
the approach of the redcoats, and it was he who
had given the shots as a signal to the young captan. -Dick had sent him on to the barracks with
his information, while he moved with his boys
around to the rear of the town where some of
the patriots were already assembling. By this
time it was two o'clock, two hours after the time
for which the atta~k had been l?lanned. In a
short time Ben Brand came dashing up to the
town, also 'firing a shot, with. the intelligence that
the enemy were beginning to land, but, owing_
to the darkness, it could not be ascertained how
lange a force they had.
Ben was also sent on with the intelligence,
the Liberty Boys thus .giving Gene al Maxwell
time to get the artillery ready and to place his
. troops, while the militia were collecting. Then
came Mark himself with the information that a
large force was Jandinig on the Salt Meadows,
more than a mile to the left of Crane's Ferry, and
were already on the march through a very difficult marsh to Woodruff's farm, the latter lying
directly to the left of the town. The redcoats
had not the slightest idea that their movements
were being watched, for they had been yet too
far away to hear the shot fired by Sam and Ben
as they entered the town to wa-rn the inhabitants.
Dick placed his boys in. such a position as to be
able to harass the enemy without being seen.
"There's at least a thousand of them," said
Dick to Bob, as they mar'c hed past in the darkness, the boys keeping up a continued fire.
"They have divided, a detachment is marching
in the direction of the igovernor's house, while
the man body is advancng toward the town,"
said Bob.
"We must save the man sion!" cried Dick, and
he caused the retreat to be sounded, drawing off
his boys, and trying to get them around to the
house where the governor resided. The way
was blocked, however, and the small number of
the boys could not force a passage through the
British regulars. Dick was anxious for the safety of the mansion, and would have been doubly so
had he known that Alice and Edith were spending the night with the two young ladies to keep
them company during the absence of the father.
"Sally has warned them in time, Dick, to
to a place of safety," replied Bob.
"I hope so, Bob. At any rate, we can't
there now, and Ot!r duty lies here, I suppose.•
Meanwhile the redcoats were skirting
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town until they reached the Brun swick road on
the ri ght, and there t hey were met by a decided
resistance and brought to a halt. There was a
firinig from all sorts of unexpected places, t here
being no enemy brought to dispute their advance
on parade, and the British regulars had not yet
grown used to the bushwacking methods of the
colonists, who had learned them from · the Indians. Fire opened on them in every direction,
the patriots rushing out and delivering a volley
and then retreating before the redcoats coula1
r eturn the fire. Reconnoitering parties were sent
out against them, and one of them, under command of Major Ogden, encountered the enemy
soon after landing, and just escaped being captured, receiving a bayonet wound in his thigh,
which, however, did not prove serious.
They succeeded in reaching the town and the
barracks, where they had expected to g-ive battle,
and capture the inmates, but there was no one
there, while bullets came popping- on them from
all sorts of unexpected places. They rushed
on the place, expecting to take it by storm, and
when they :found there was no one to oppose
their advance on the town it was beig-inning to
look as if they might oppose their passag-e back
to the boats, for General Maxwell was continually
harassing their rear, several partles having been
detached from the main force to hang. on their
flanks. Finding- the enemy in the rear rather
than in front, and perceiving the danger that
menaced from the sudden advance of the patriot
troops and the assemblil'llg of the militia, the
enemy turned about, and prepared as if for action. Just then the artillery boomed out, and a
f ew well directed shots convinced the enemy that
the quicker they got to their boats the more of
their number they would take with them.
,
The light was spreadil'llg from the burning barracks, and enabled the artillery men to take aim,
and then smoke could be seen coming- from another building, which proved to be the school
house where the provisions were stored, to be
followed shortly by a burst of flame. The troops,
however were too busy driving the enemy toward
the rive~ to stop to put out fires, and continued
their pursuit of the redcoats toward the ferry.
Lieutenant-Colonel Stirling, however, saw that
their way was cut off to the ferry, and was compelled to order their boats up Newark. Bay a
mile or more. As the enemy turned their backs
the patriots 1got busier then ever, for they now
had the situation well in hand, the surprise having failed by which the enemy expected to capture
the town.
They were not prepared to fight in the dark
against more or less unseen foes, and when they
found that their scheme had not turned out as
expected, they were in a hurry to get back to
Long Island, whence thev had embarked a few
hours before. The Liberty Boys now had their
opportunity, and they used it to the greatest advantage, ridin~ their horses at the enemy's flanks,
driving them farther into the marshes, whose
cold muddy ooze was not conducive to the comfort of the soldiers on that raw February night.
Sudderuy the Liberty Boys came upon a small
party of the enemy, as they supposed, crowded
together in one of the fields belonging to the
Woodruff farms, and they charged in on them,
Dick shouting their rallying cry:
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"Charge, Liberty Boys ! Down with the Redcoats. Liberty forever!"
"Down with the redcoats . . Liberty fo r ever !"
echoed the Liberty Boys, as if with one voice.
Several horses dashed away, and others tried
t o .get through the Liberty Boys, but they closed
in, forcing them back, till they stood in a hu ddled
h eap, and did not try to protect themselves.
"Surrender !" shouted Dick, "or we fire," but
by that time he got near enough to see that he
and his boys were cha:rginp; a larg-e number of
frightened horses and horned cattle, that the
enemy had herded in the field, intending- t o run
off, but which in their hurried retreat they were
forced to abandon.
The boys laughed heartily at the humor of the
situation, although the joke was ag-ainst themselves. Then they dashed on after the enemy,
preventing their embarking anywhere near
Crane's ferry, but forcing them along the edge
of the Salt Meadows, that, owing- to the number
of men passil'llg over, was despite the time of
years as soft and muddy as in the spring. Along
the edge marched the redcoats in mud and mire
sometimes sinking into the cold ooze above thei~
kne~s. For over a mile they were hurried along,
until they reached the place where their boats
were awaiting them. The patriots were close '
behind, determined to harry them until the last. .
Just then, however, several shots boomed over
the water. A galley and two or three gunboats
were covering the retreat of the redcoats at this
place.
Tlie .dawn was beginning to appear, and itJ. the '
g;r~y light the vessels in the bay were distinctly
v1s1ble, as was also the puff of smoke that issued
from the side of the boats at the discharg-e of
each ball. The boys did not return to town until
the last of the redcoats, muddy, tired and disappointed, had reimbarked, and were pdinting the
noses of their boats toward Long I sland, whence
they had embarked so hopefully but a few hours
before.
"Well, we did some good in this affair at
least!" exclaimed Bob, as they were riding back
to town.
"Yes, with the help of our girl friend," replied
Dick.
"She is a regular trump!" returned Bob, enthusiastically. "There are not many girls that
would have been the help that she has."
. "I know of one at least, Bob," rep1ied Dick,
with a smile.
"Who is that, Dick?"
"Her name is Alice E stabrook, and she has a
brother who--"
"Oh, pshaw, Dick! I thoug-ht you were speaking- in earnest, not in jest!"
"So I was, Bob."
"Well, there is another, and her na!JM! U:) Edith 1
Slater, and she has a brother who---"
Dick laughed.
"We're quits, Bob!" he cried.
By this time they were nearly bad; t6 the
town, and then they observed the smoki?:it ruin•
of the school house and barracks.
"I fear we are too late to be of any use there,
Bob!"
"I'm afraid so, too, Dick. And to think of all
._.hDse orovisions hein~ burned that were stored in
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the school house. There will be suffering on
account of its loss."
"That is true, Bob, but we could not help to
save it, for we were needed elsewhere."
"I hope the governor's house has not been
fired, Dick."
"We might ride over and see, Bob."
They spoke to their horses and hastened in the
direction of the governor's mansion, and on the
way saw two of the enemy's dead being conveyed
to the meeting house by patriots, they having
been left behind by the redcoats in their precipitate retreat. Two others had been made
prisoners, and later the boys learned that while
they had been worrying the flank s of the redcoats, some of the patriots had gone down to the
water and succeeded in capturing one of the
enemy's boats, that one having la11:ged behind
the rest when they sailed up into Newark Bay.
They learned also that one private had peen
killed on the patriots' side, two officers and four
privates wounded, and seven privates missing.
How many of the redcoats had been wounded
and h ad been carried off, the patriots never knew,
although they believed there must have been
quite a number, on account of the constant fire
that was poured on them from all sides. The
main body of the Liberty Boys rode back to
their own camp, while Dick and Bob went to
the Governor's mansion to see if any harm had
befallen it or its occupants. The house was
still standing unharmed, but the grounds showed
that there had been a large number of men
about the place. They rode into the yard and
found no one about, although the dogs yelped and
whined in their kennels. The doors were open,
and no one came to inquire their bµsness, so
after dismounting, Dick and Bob entered the hallway and looked about.
"Something has happened, Bob!" exclaimed
Dick, his face white under the grime of dust,
powder and sweat.
Bob only nodded, not trusting himself to
speak. They went into the drawing room and
found the print of muddy feet, and into the
library where the drawers of the escritoire were
pulled out, papers were scattered over the floor,
and there was every evidence that the enemy had
invaded the house. There did not seem to be
any signs of a struggle, .nor was there any blood
about, but neither was there any sign of the
two young ladies who had been left at home.
They went up stairs unchallenged, and there saw
the b'e ds that showed they had been occupied,
the occupants probably having been roused from
slumber by the announcement of the enemy's
appearance.
"Sally must have been here, Bob. Perhaps
she has warned the young ladies in time, and they
have gone to some place of safety."
"What is this, Dick? Do you recognize it?"
Bob was holding in his hand a brooch that
contained the miniature of Dick's mother.
"That is Edith's!" he excl'amed. "She always
wears it."
"I wonder how it could have got heTe!"
"W~ will have to ride over to the Hurburts,
and learn more about this, Bob!" exclaimed Dick.
The two boys turned and left the dressing
1·oom that they had entered, the door 3ein,g wide

open, and went down stairs, and out of the door
to where they had left their horses.

CHAPTER X.-Attack on the Governor's Mansion.
There was no u se in trying to protect the
grounds from the en,~my, and the idea of abandoning the house never entered the. minds of the
girls, so all the attendants were stationed in the
mansion itself. Mistress Polly, in the absence
of her father, assumed control, and the servants
and attendants submitt~d to her orders without
hesitation, well understandinig- her capable nature. The lights were all put out, and at every
door and window was placed a man or woman
with a gun, for all had accustomed themselves
to the use of firearms in those troublous days,
the weaker ones being 1given the task of reloading. After hearing the second horse galloping
toward the barracks, they waited in the dark
with a tense stillness. It seemed as if every
moment were ten, and, in the confused sounds
outside as if the enemy were approaching nearer
with every breath.
But still they waited. Then they heard shots,
not scattering ones, _this time, but a volley, that
fired by the Liberty Boys to delay the enemy's
arrival in town. Then they heard the tramping
of soldiers, and in a f ew moments saw in the
darkness the moving fo1·ms of soldiers coming
along the road. Every right hand closed on a
trigger, but the redcoats did not come close to
the house, instead they were halted at a little
distance, while a small detachment approached.
On seeing the house in utter darkness, there
was a pause, during which the redcoats were
within range of the firearms at doors and windows, but Mistress Polly did not give the order
to fire, for she knew that it would precipitate
the danger that threatened them. Then two or
three were seen to advance from the small detachment and come to the great front door on
'
which they gave a thunderous 'rapping.
"Who are you and what is your business?"
came in a clear high voice from a window at
one side of the door.
"We are his Majesty's officers and demand admittance in the name of the King!"
"We recognize no king in this house! We are
free and loyal to our country!"
"If the governor will surrender himself and
certain pa.pers, the house and household will be
spared. Otherwise, the consequences will be on
your own heads ! "
"The governor is not here!"
"We are not prepared to accept that information without proof. Admit us peaceably, and we
will guarantee the safety of all the occupants
of the hous~ aod of their personal property I"
There was a whispered conference between the
five girls, as \\·ell as with the ~Ider and wiser
attendants, and although the two young ladies
were very indignant at the midnight intrusion of
the redcoats. they well knew that they could
not hold the house against them, and feared from
what Sally bad reported that the troops as well
as the militia could not protect them on accoun~
of the superior numbers of the enemy.
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"If we admit you to the house and permit
you to search it to prove our asserti~n that the
governor is not here, will you promise on your
honor as officers and gentlemen not to harm in
any way the occupants of the house, and to respect the personal property of all 7" came in a
masculine voice. "Otherwise, we will refuse to
admit you, and will shoot, selling our lives and
property as dearly as we well may I"
"We promise on our honor as officers alld gentlemen if pei:mjtted peaceably to search the house
until we either find the governor or are confident that he is not within, and also receive cer~
tain papers, not to molest .any occupant and to
destroy no property needlessly."
The girls could see that the house was surrounded on all sides, and that it was absolutely
impossible for them successfully to resist the
redcoats, and by yielding they would probably
obtain better treatment than if they made a
show of resistance, slight as it might be. Mistress
Polly ordered that the candles be lighted in the
great hall and also in the drawing-room and
library, and then she and her sister stepped
forth to receive their unwelcome visitors. They
were both remarkably handsome and stately girls,
and had taken pains to be attired befitting their
station, and as the door was thrown open to
admit the British officers, the latter paused
at the threshold and bowed profoundly. There
were several officers, the ranking officer being a
major, and as he stepped forward, he bowed
again, and begged pardon for their intrusion at
that unseemly hour, but it being in the pursuance of their duty, no other course was open
to them. Mistress Polly advanced a step or two
and swept him a low and graceful courtesy.
"The house is open for your inspection, gentlemen," she said with d~gnity, "and our people are
at your service!"
The officers looked with admiration at the handsome self-possessed young woman, who received
them as if they were her vassals rather than
her masters.
"We thank you for your courtesy, madam,"
returned the major with equal politeness, and
will avail ourselves of your permission, putting
you to as little inconvenience as is within our
power."
Mistress Polly acknowledged his speech with
an inclination of her head, and waved her hand
toward the broad staircase that led to the upper
story. The major stepped outside for a moment
to give orders that his men be so placed that no
one would be able to leave the house, stationing
them at every means of exit, and even bidding
them watch the upper windows lest the governor
try to .descend that way, and then returned, accompanied by two other officers, a captain and
lieutenant. By this time the five girls had assembled in the large drawing-room . The two
young ladies of the house in rich attire, Edith
and Alice in ordinary dress, while Sally wore
the same gown in which she had traveled to
Hatfield's house and back to her own , and thence
to town, her hair blown about her face, and somewhat disordered by the cloak she had thrown
hastily over her head and shoulders when she
had jumped up behind Dick and on Major and
ridden off in quest of the desired paper.
.T he three officers made a thorough search of
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the upper floors, and then descended to the main
floor, taking every room in turn, and, at length,.
entered the big drawing-room , that was brightly
lighted with candles in sconces and candelabra,,
and where the five girls were seated, outwardly
patient, but inwardly quivering with excitement.
As the major appeared at the doorway, the ig-irls
rose and awaited his entrance standing. Bowing, he advanced a few steps, followed by hiit
two officers, and then before he could spealt,
Mistress Polly asked quietly, although her heart
was going like a triphammer in her bosom:
"Are you quite satisfied, gentlemen, that we
told you the truth?"
"Almost, madam. With your kind permission
we will search this room, as a mere matter of
formality, and because it fall s in ou1· line of
duty."
Mistress Polly bowed with stately d~gnity, while
Mistress Anne, younger and more volatile, giggled a bit hysterically. Her older sister turned
on her a glance of reproof, and she retired behind her handkerchief , Alice reassuring her with
a smile, while Edith and Sally looked a trifle
anxious. They were as pretty a group of young
girls as one would see in a long journey, but
there was something in their attitudes, and perhaps because of their unprotected position, that'
appealed to the chi"alry of the British gentleman,
that forebade any light compliments or foolish
attentions. At length, the major professed him~
self perfectly satisfied that the governor was not
in the house, and was about to ask some question
when there came sounds of some sort of com•motion without. Interrupting himself, he sent
his lieutenant to learn the cause of the disturbance, who shortly returned and reported that
the men outside were attempting to enter ths
house, he thought, to try to plunder it. I;.1stantly the suave -demeanor of the major chang~d
to one of imperiousnes s.
"Issue orders at once that there be no plundering, no injury offered to any inmate of this mansion!"
The lieutenant bowed, and went out, while ths-captain stood a little back and to one side, awaiting hi s superior officer's commands. As Mistre11s1
Polly heard this order, her icy stateliness thawed ·
perceptibly, and she smiled slightly as she thank-:
ed the major, while the other girls - teok heart.
at once. A sigh .exhaled from every one of the
girls, and they looked hopefully toward the door.
but the major was oblivious of the hint.
"Now, my dear young madam, there are some
papers that it is very important that we shoult
possess. If you will kindly deliver them at once.
we will relieve ypu from our presence, and ses
to it that your residence is not attacked nor its
occupants molested in any way."
"And what papers may you mean?" asked 1
Mistress Polly, well knowing that he referrsd to ,
the official papers belonging to ths governor of!
the colony of the Jerseys.
·
"Let me know where your father keeps his
documents, and I can make the selection for myself."
"Certainly, sir," and with great deliberation..
she Jed the officers into the library, motioning her
sister to follow, and going up to the escritoire.
selected from a bunch of keys that were aus-'
pended from her girdle, a small one, which lh9
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inserted in a drawer, that when opened proved
full of papers. She carefully examined the contents, and then selecting a particular package,
handed the same to the major, saying with a
charming smile, having in a measu re lost her distrust of him and his command:
"Is not this what you are seeking? You may
have them for your courtesy to two young
women, who will ever remember your forbearance
and courtesy this ev<ming."
The major bowed low, and extended his hand
for the package, a gleam of satisfaction lighting
up his countenance.
"You shall never have occasion, I trust to regret your compliance with my req~est th.is night,"
he replied, slipping the ~ackage mto his poc~et.
"It greves me to be obliged to seem graspmg,
but I must take the remainder of the contents
of this drawer with me, acting in his majesty's
callile."
Mistress Polly made no demur, altho~h her
younger sister seemed rather distressed, b1;1t made
no objection, feeling the uselessness of it.
"As it pleases you, sir. "
The other three girls remained in the drawing,room anxious for the redcoats to betake themselve~ off, as the sound of firing was makin~ the
girls very nervous. They hi;ard the artillery
boom out and the three girls !!:new that the Liberty Boy~ would be where th'e fight :vas thickest.
It was with a feeling of intense relief that they
heard the officers take their leave, and heard
the door close behind them. While they were
peering out into the da::kness, the two young
ladies came back, and Mistress Polly sat down
on a divan and laughed till she was obliged to
wipe the teaz:s from. her eyes..
.
.
"What is it?" cried the girls m umson, and
beset with fears lest the young lady be hysterical,
the severe strain now being removed.
Then Mistress Polly, between igasps of laughter,
that, in fa ct, was a little hysteric~!, confessed
how she had given the pompous ma.ior a packet
of letters that had been intercepted and taken
from a British ship, and which the major had
seized with such avidity, and hailed as "precious
intelligence."
"I thought you were very free with our father's
private papers, Polly," said Mistress Anne, "but
thought you did it because you felt there was no
use in resisting."
"I didn't resist, I allowed him to take the whole
of the contents of the drawer, and .f inally the
drawer itself."
Just then Sally gave a little exclamation of
fright, she having ~ept her place by the window.
"Look!" she exclftimed, pointinig out into the
night, which was no longer dark, for a lurid
glare reached the sky.
"The barraeks !" exclaimed Mistress Anne.
"Ye11, and also tbe schoolhouse, where are stor~1 the winter provisions for the troops," added
Sally.
CHAPTER XL-Saving · the Provisions.
Dick and Bob galloped over to the Hurburt
mansion to inquire concerning the two girls, and
there learned from the surprised family that
the girls had started that very day to spend the

night with the governor's daughters. Like all
the other inhabitants of the town, as soon as
the first intimation came of the threatened invasion of the British, they had hidden as many '
of their valuables a s they had time for, and then
prepared to flee for safety. But the redcoats
did not come their way, much to their relief,
but when they learned that they had been at
the governor's mansion, and that the house was
deserted, they shared in the alarm felt by Dick
and Bqb concerning the fate of Edith and Aliee,
as well as of the governor's daugbters. The two
boys told how Sally Hunter had stopped to warn
the girls, and it was very possible that they had
fled at the first signs of the redcoats, and that it
was the British themselves who had left the house
open.
."It is strange that they should not have destroyed any property," said Mr. Hurlburt, when
he learned that nothing seemed to have been disturbed except the escritoire, from which a drawer
had been carried off, and that papers were left
scattered over the library floor, either being
dropped in a hasty departure, or discarded as
being of no importance.
"We will make a search at once," said Dick,
"and let you know the result," and the two boys
then leaped on their horses and galloped back
to town.
In the meantime the girls had been busy
enough. When Sally had cried out that the
school-house was on fire, at first the girls had
been almost paralyzed with fear, for they knew
what the consuming of tlie stores of provisions
by fire would mean to the soldiers and people
in the neighborhood. Sally was the first to recover her wits, and, running to the hall, she
caught up her cloak, and throwing it about her
shoulders, exclaimed:
"I'm going to see what I can do to rally the
wo~en to save the provisions while the men are
defending the town!" '
The other four girls were following her example in a moment, first flying up stairs for some
wrap to throw over them, as the n ight was cold. /
Edith saw the brooch she usually wore, containinlg
her mother's miniature, on the dressing table, but
did not stop to pin it on -her bosom, thinking of
nothing but getting to the school-house as quickly as possible. Sally rushed out into the by no
means now dark and silent night, for the a ir was
full of sounds of firjnig and shouting and illumined by the glow of the burning barracks and
school-house. Sally ran to one house after a nother and called to the women to come out of
their houses and help save the contents of ihe
school-house. It was not long before she was
joined by the other girls from the governor's
house, and women came from other parts of the
town, leaving their own homes unprotected in
order to save the precious stores.
By the time the girls reached the buildin,g- it
was burning merrily, but the wind, fortunately,
was blowing toward the rear of the school-house,
so that the door was safe to enter. They saw
very soon that it was u seless to try to save
the building itself and so directed their efforts
toward rescuing the provisions. There were bags
ef grain piled in heaps toward the back of the
room on the lower floor, and barrels of potatoes
and apples, and heaps of other winter vegetables.
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as well as rashers of bacon and barrels of salt
pork, but the women were not daunted by the
array, setti:nig to work vigorously to roll out the
barrels, to carry out the bags of grain, and to
wheel out the vegetables in wheel barrows, the
young daught~rs of the governor. not ~paring
their own white hands, but workmg with the
rest after having caught up the tail of their
gow~s and tucked in the lace of their sleeves
to be the better able to work.
The heat was almost stifling, but no one
thought of stopping for that reason, the P.erspiration running down their faces, and cuttmg
white streaks down their foreheads and cheeks,
that were blackened with dust and smoke. The
fire was eating its way toward the front, and
still half of the provisions remained inside, and
the girls aided by the women worked the harder.
They had discarded their cloaks 1011!.lt before, and
almost their skirts, or rather the latte!· were
almost torn off, disclosing the silk petticoats
beneath. Two of the women would seize a barrel of potatoes or apples and roll it ·out of the
burning building, followed perhaps by a ~oman
bending almost double under a bag of graii;. she
in turn succeeded by one carefully balancmg a
wheel-barrow of vegetables, working in an orderly
way, so that none got into the other's way. The
roar of the flames were so great that if any one
had assumed the directions her orders could not
be heard. Half grown boys and girls were gathered there also and helped greatly, revelling in
the excitement 'and exertion, and scarcely realizing the darugers, and adding to the distress of the
mothers when they had lime to think of t hem.
The i·ear walls of the building fell with a
crash, overhead it was burning briskly, and every
moment the door threatened to fall in on them,
but they did not abate in their labors, to intent
on removing every bit of food to be conscious
of the state of affairs. It was at this point that
Dick and Bob came galloping back to town, and
then they saw the condition of the schoolhouse.
"It will fall in a moment, Dick," said Bob, as
they reined in, and sat on their ho.rses looking
at the fiar,nes.
"Good gracious, Bob, there are people inside,
I can see their for~s in the glare!"
L ea;ping from their horses, Dick and Bob rushed into the burning building, and then found that
it was t he women who were working so heroically,
and U1ey, too, started in to help, and in a few
moments they bad the satisfaction to see that the
lust barrel and the last bag and last wheelbarrow load was out. Just then there was a
tremendous crash, and the upper part of the
building fell down through onto the place where
the women had been but a moment before.
"Is everyone out?" cried Dick.
The woman counte.d. All th.e children answered
to their names, and the women also, but when
Saliy Hunter's name was called there was no response. She had been seen a minute before the
roof fell, but not since ! Faces whitened under
the smoke and grime, and all looked fearfully
toward the burning mass, which sent out so
powerful a heat that the temperature for some
distance roundabout was that of mid summer.
Then a slight form was seen running toward
them, and a panting voice cried:
"I just saved it!" and Sally thrust a paper
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inlo Dick's hands. It was the letter of instruction given to Smith Hatfield.
"I took it, captain," she panted, "from the
table where you left it, so that it should be
safe, and stuck it into my bodice. While we were
"working so hard it must have slipped out, for
just as we were about to leave the old schoolhouse for the last time·, I missed it. I saw
something white on the floor, and darted in to
get it, and then I heard the crashing above, and
just got out in time!"
"She was shaking with excitement and fright,
as Dick took the pap@r she handed him.
"I am glad you managed to save this, Sally,
although I would not have had it saved at the
expense of your life, necessary as it is to prove
the gui,lt of Smith Hatfield and his assistant,
Pete Luce. I shall put this into General Maxwell's hands the first thipg in the morning."
Then he thought of the girls, and asked, a
little anxiously:
"Have you seen anything of Alice and Edith
•
to-night?"
"Why, brother, do you mean t o say you do not
know us?" came in surprised tones at his elbow.
Dick looked around and saw a very strange
figure, which he succeeded, aided by the voice,
in reccignizing as that 'of his sister Edith. Her
hair was hanging down her back, and over her
eyes, while her bodice and kerchief were dust
and smoke grimed, her skirt torn, and her hands
and face the color of a negress. Dick laughed.
"Well, who would have ever thought it possible
for my dignified and proper sister to look like
a chimney sweep!"
"And how about Alice?" asked Edith.
Ali~e v:as if anything .still more disguised by
th~ mght s work than Edith, but the same merry
smile was there,. and .the same hearty laugh, and
there was no mistakn11g her. By this time the
t~oops were returning, and the stores of provisions rescued by the women were put in charge of
some soldiers, and then the women started for
their respective homes. Dick and Bob escorted
the five girls back to the .governor's mansion to
which the servants had now returned, and ~vas
n.o longer deserted. It was near dawn by this
time, and every one was too excited to think of
sleep, and after some of the dust and smoke were
removed from hands and faces, and the five girls
reappeared in clean cotton gowns, looking as fresh
and dainty as if they had just risen from a
night's rest, and not after having passed so strenuous and exciting a time, all sat down to an
early breakfast, that had been prepared for them.
They were all youn,g an~ . healthy and had
young and healthy appetit~· and after they had
eaten heartily, Dick proposed that Bob take· Sally
home to her grandmother. Dick himself would
take the letter to Smith Hatfield that Sally had
so pluckily rescued from the fire to General Maxwell, so that he could see that the conspirators
be punished. Alice and Edith were to remain
with the governor's daughters until their father's
return, which was expected daily. General Maxwell commended the work of Dick and the Liberty Boys, as well as that of Sally Hunter, to
whom they owed the incriminating evidence
against Smith Hatfield and his assistant, Pete
Luce, and said that he would.send to arrest them
at once.
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•y doubt if they will be found around here very
11oon again," said Dick, "for the expedition having failed, they will be afraid of the consequences,
especially as soon as they find out that the letter
of instructions has been seized by the patriots."
"You are probably ri,ght, captain, but we will
send and see, at any rate."
"If they have disappeared, I and my boys
will r un them down, General!" declared Dick.
"You will be doing your country a serviee by
catching them," was the general's reply.
Dick met Bob returning from the Hunter house,
and proposed goin,g to the Hatfield place, in order to see if any harm had come to the old man,
whom they had been obliged to leave so suddenly the night before, not apprehending, however, that everything was not well with him.
They found the house shut, but the window was
still open by which they had entered the diningroom and from which they had made their escape.
The two boys ' climbed up on the sill and looked
into the room, a nd saw the old man lying where
he had fallen. They quickly ente:red, and going
to him, raised his head, and found that, although
unconscious, he was still breathing. They got
him to bed, and then one of the boys rode for
the doctor, who, on his arrival, said that the
old man had been seized with a stroke of apoplexy,
that had probably caused his fall, and that he
had never regained consciousness, and probably
never would. Dick reported the matter to the
general and the town authorities, who thoroughly
investigated the matter, and exonerated the two
boys and Sally from all blame, the circumstances
being of so peculiar a nature that it seemed as
if the consequences were not to be averted. Smith
was not to be found, although advertisements
were inserted in the New York papers announcing the death of the old man, f or he survived
but a few days, and also calling on his heirs to
present themselves. No word, however, came
from Smith, and so the old man was buried, and
his effects put under seal awaiting the return of
the son.
"He'll be careful about showing his face around
here, Dick," said Bob.
"You may be sure of that. What do you say
to our going to New York and looking for him?"
"I'm ready, but it will be rather risky, and
not only that, how are we to get him out of the
city?"
"We'll have to trust to our wits," replied Dick.
The boys said nothing of their intention, believing that the fewer who knew of it, the better
would be the chances of success.

CHAPTER XII.-Tracking the Rascals.
They did not attempt to visit the city that same
day, for they believed the two boys would be
resting after their night's work, and, instead,
went back to camp and had several hours' sleep.
The next morning early, they dressed in ordinary
clothes, and, taking a boat, crossed over to the
New York shore.
"I think we shall see them, Bob, for they will
have money to spend, and they will be bent on
enjoying themselves. They drew the boat up to
ah-Ore, staked it, and then walked into the heart

of the town, gaping around as they went, as if _
ooys unaccustomed to the city and its sights.
They peered into store windows, especially where
there was a display of edibles, and pastry shops.
By this time it was noon, and as both boys had
had an early breakfast, they decided to have
something to eat. There was an inn near the
Commons, kept by a patriot, which the boys
usually patronized, but this time they did not go
there, well knowing that the Tory boys whom
they were seeking would never visit the ?Pot,
and thinking that there was one chance m a
hundred that if they selected a particularly well
patronized inn, they might possibly come across
the boys.
Their judgment was not at fault, for the first
persons they set eyes on when they entered the
eating-room were the two Tories, attired in the
height of fa shion, lolling at one of the ta~les
and aping manners of the beaux of the period,
with very poor grace, it must be acknowledged.
Their foppish attire was absurd for that time of
day, but as they had no other opportunity. to
display their finery except in the street, one time
of day suited them as well as another, so long
as they thought they were seen and admired.
Dick and Bob went into the room with a clownish and bashful air, as if they were entirely
unused to mixing with people, looking about, and
then awkwardly seated themselves at the first
table at hand, which was the one next that of
Smith Hatfield and Pete Luce. They sat on the
edge of the chairs, and when the waiter ca~e .f~r
their order, each nu ged the other to give it,
keeping it up so long that the maid flounced off
and returned with two platefuls of what was
called a boiled dinner, and two mugs of' ale.
The boys thanked her, and began eating in a
noi sy fashion, and having attracted all present
by their uncouth actions, the Tory boys thought
this was a chance to display their wit and tbeir
fine clothes at the same time. Their remarks
were characterized more by coarseness than wit,
but Dick and Bob paid no attention to their conversation, pretending now to be aware that they
were· addressed to them, or were "referring to
them in any way. Smith Hatfield determined
that they should be enlightened on the subject,
and rising from his seat struck Dick in the face
with a perfumed lace handkerchief, saying insolently:
"You offend my nose by your smell."
"And you offend my eyes .hy your clothes!"
exclaimed Dick, at the same time taking his plate
of boiled dinner and throwing its contents down
the front of Smith Hatfield's sky-blue waistcoat.
The ~ory boy almost strangled with anger at
the daring of the supposed bumpkin, and then
almost cried with dismay at the sight of his new
waistcoat.
"I'll have you sent to the lock-up!" he shouted,
and ran to the door, c:rying, excitedly: "Watch!
Watch!"
Dick and Bob followed after the two boys; and
Dick said:
"Say, mister, I know a nice quiet place where
we can fight it out. Come along, won't yer?"
"Fight you?" and Smith Hatfield shudderff,
whether from fear or disgust it was hard to tell.
"No, indeed, I'll have you whipped instead."
Dick looked about, and then made a sign tQ
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Bob, for the street was deserted at the time, and
the two boys each seized one of the Tories and
bore him to the ground, despite their struggles
and cries. If there were any persons around they
paid no attention, thinking it merely a street
fight, and such things being so common then that
they attracted scarcely any attention.
"Come along with us quietly, or I'll choke you,"
whispered Dick into Smith's ear, who then, looking up into Dick's face recognized him.
He turned pale and his breath came in frightened gasps, but he was quick witted, and knew
that he was much the stronger of the two, and
hoped by pretending to yield to save himself
later.
"All right," he muttered, and Dick allowed
him to rise, but kept a tight grip, so that he
could not get away.
'
In the meantime Bob had seized Pete Luce and
was hurrying him along, the Tory boy seeming
to have lost his wits in the surprise of discovering the identity of the two Liberty Boys. Dick
and Bob hurried their two captives toward the
river front, where they had left their boats, the
Tory boys' teeth chattering partly with cold, for
they were wit hout gI·eatcoats, having left the
inn so hurriedly, and partly from fear, for they
knew that once in the power of the patriots there
was no hope for them. The boys were in a desperate hurry, fo,r they feared a rescue at any
moment, right in the enemy's country as they
were. It was beginning to snow a little and
the two boys were anxious to cross over to
Jersey as quickly as possil;ile, and at every sign
of lagging on the part of their prisoners they
prodded them with the muzzles of their pistols,
which they carried in their hands, and their
hands in the pockets on the side nearest their
prisoners.
Dick hastened their steps till they were almost
running, and then almost before he was aware
of their being in the vicinity, they found themselves confrontinJ!," a small body of soldiers':' Instantly Smi,th Hatfield darted forward, wrenching
hims<'lf fre:! from Dick's grasp, being larger
and sil:onger than the young captain, and dashed
toward the redcoats, crying:
"Quick, catch him! He's Dick Slater, the rebel
spy!"
"Run for it, Bob!" shouted Dick, as he saw
there was .no chance now of their getting their
prisoners to the boat, and Bob dropped Pete
Luce's arm, and ran after Dick.
"Stop there, or we fire!" came the command
from the redcoats, but the two boys paid no heed
to the order, and in the whirling clouds of snow
flakes were soon iost to view.
Several redcoats ran after the two boys and
pursued them closely, but they managed to reach
their boat, and while Bob was getting it into the
water, Dick stood guard, pistol in hand, threat ening to shoot the first man who approached.
The foremost hesitated a moment, till the ot hers
r eached his side, and that brief respite gave the
two boys the chance they needed to iget thefr
boat into the water and themselves into the boat,
and the;n ihey began hastily to pull out into the
river. The snow helped them again, for the shots
that rang out after them failed in their aim, and
they bent lower over their oars and pulled for
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their very lives. They had ..no difficulty in shunning the boats on the river and rowed across ·
without further incident, and were back in camp
before supper, to the satisfaction of Patsy, the
company's cook.
Edith and Alice not only returned to the Hurlburts, but soon to their own homes. The girls
were very sorry to leave t.li'it Liberty Boys and
yet glad to return to their homes, where they
felt they were needed, after having been warmly
complimented on their behavior on the eventful
night of the invasion of the redcoats. There was
a spell of bad sleety weather for a few days,
and nothing of any importance happened, the
redcoats not attempting to leave their winter
quarters on the island, and the patriots remained
within the barracks, or, as in case of the militia,
attending to their farms. Sally kept an eye on
the Hatfield place as well as on the Luce house,
for the latter had disappeared during the night
of the fight, probably being taken away by the
redcoats as a matter of precaution. They had
no livestock, the d0igs and cats being left to pick
up a living the best they might, and Sally w~tch
ed both houses for signs of smoke coming from
the chimney or evidence of any kind of life
around. General Maxwell had important matters that. required his personal attention, and was
very glad to have the Liberty Boys undertake
the capture of the two Tory boys, as he had
every confidence in theiT ability to do so, sooner
or later, should the boys ever return to Jersey.
"I am afraid they are thoroughly frightened,
Dick, and that we shall never see either one of
them again," said Bob one dark night, as they
chanced to meet in their beat.
"I think we shall see them some time, for I
believe the old man left something, and YOUIJi?.'
Hatfild is not one to give up anything like that,
if he thinks he can sneak back and get it without too much risk to himself."
They parted and resumed their lonely vigil, i t
being a dreary and monotonous task to pace the
long water front on the edge of the salt meadows,
sometimes on horseback, sometimes en foot, without the comfortable warmth and siight of a
brush fire, and not having any definite idea of
when those for whom they were watchin_g- would
appear. Their watch was nearly over for the
night, as the first gray light of dawn was beginning to show, when they saw approaching a rowboat, containinig two figures. Both boys spied
the boat almost at the same time, but neither
had much notion that it contained those for whom
they were watching, but hid behind a tree and
waited. The boat headed for the shore back of
the Salt Meadows, the nearest point - from the
water to the Hatfield place, and soon drew up,
two persons stepping out. They tied the boat
to a stake that they had brought with them,
and which they hammered into the soft ground
with one of the oars, and then set out across
the meadows toward the home of Smith Hatfield.
Taking care that they should not be seen should
either of the men turn, the twoJ>oys followed at
as close range as was possible, and in time saw
them go around to the back of the house, an d,
opening the door by means of a key that the
larger one took from his pocket, entered the house.
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CHAPTER XIII.-Retribu tion.

"It is them sure enough, Bob !" exclaimed Dick.
"Shall we go in and get them, Dick?" asked
Bob, excitedly.
"I think it would not be wise, Bob, for they
are larger and stronger than we, and desperate
a s they would be to find themselves cornered, they
might get away. We will send back for more
boys, and then make the capture sure."
By this time the boy whose turn it was to
watch the house had appeared, and Dick sent him
rack for more boys, they meanwhile watchinig the
house and shutting off all chance of escape by
the two Tory boys. Presently they heard loud
talking, and going to one of the windows of the
dining-room whence the sounds seemed to proceed, they peeped in at the half opened shutter,
and saw Smith Hatfiel~, flushed with rage, shaking his fist at Pete Luce, his other hand spread
over a pile of silver and gold pieces on the table
before him, while Pete Luce was shrinking back,
but with an expression of malignant hatred on
his face. Smith was yelling at the other, while
Pete made no attempt to reply, but backed farther and farther against the wall.
Pete Luce sat down in a chair by the empty
hearth, while Smith Hatfield began counting the
money, laying the gold sovereigns in one pile, and
the crowns, half crowns, and shillinig in their respective heaps, all the while Pete's eyes were fastened on the gold and silver with an expression
of glittering cupidity. Dick heard the galloping
of the horses bringing on the Liberty Boys, but
he raised his hand a s a signal for them to wait.
After countiI!Jg his money, Smith Hatfield dropped it into the pockets of his coat, which he
buttoned over to keep it secure, and then going
over to the escritoire opened the drawer that
had contained the incriminating paper, and began searching for it. Two or three times he examined the papers, of course without findinig
it, as it was reposing safely among General
Maxwell's papers a mile or two away. Not finding what he wanted, he went over to the hearth,
and kindled a fire, using the papers ' to ignite the
kin dlings.
All this time Pete Luce sat in his seat, watching every motion of the other, and suddenly
snatching a pistol from his pocket he placed it
close to the other's back and fired. Smith Hatfield wheeled suddenly, and as he saw the smoking pistol in Pete's hand he 1growled an oath,
and seizing the handirons hurled them with almost superhuman strength, considering his wounded condition, felling the other to the floor. Then
Smith Hatfield tried to rise to his feet, but gave
a terrible cry of pain, and fell over in a heap,
face downward among the now blazing kindlings.
"Quick, Bob, he will be burned to cinders!"
cried Dick, at the same time pulling himself up
onto the window ledge, smashing the glass with
his fist, and dashing into the room.
Bob followed quickly after, and then the two
boys dragiged Smith from his perilous position.
Already his hair and curly black whiskers were
ablaze, and Dick caught up a woolen rug and
wrapped his head in it, and Bob turned his attention to Pete Luce, who lay in a T>ool of blood,
lust where the andirons ha~ floored him. Both

boys were unconscius, and the two boys hastened
into the k itchen for water, but the pump would
pump u p n o water, and they were obliged to
wait t ill Bob dashed outside and brought up some
from the well. Smith gave no sign of lif e at
a ll, evidently there had been internal hemorrhage,
perhaps brought on by the wound it1Self, a nd
perhaps by the violent exertion when he flung
the andirons at Pete Luce with so much force a s
t o knock him senseless. Finding that Smith did
not respond to their endeavors to restore him
to consciou sness, they then turned their efforts
toward reviving Pete Luce, but he, too, was
past aid.
Just then the smell of smoke attracted the
boys' attention, they having been too much engrossed in their eff.orts to revive the two wounded
men to heed it before, but now it b_egan to pour
into the room. The rug that Dick had used to
extinguish the burning hair and whiskers of
Smith Hatfield had laid smoldering while the
wind was blowing through the kitchen door, and
had burst into flame, setting fire to the rag carpet
on the floor, and that had extended to the heap
of yet unburned papers that Smith had brought
from the escritoire, and set them ablaze. There
was no water handy to put .out :the fire, so Dick
called to the boys outside to help remove the
bodies of the dead or dying men to the open, and
then they tried to iget water enough to extinguish
the flames .
The wind was blowing freshly, and the L'iberty
Boys soon discovered that their efforts to save
the burning house were futile. It did not take
·long for the house to become a mass of smoking ruins, and before they had a chance to remove the bodies of the dead boys, Sally appeared1
and when she understood the '.Situation, propose<l
that they be brought to her house to await their
proper disposition. Dick gladly accepted her
offer, and she went back home to prepare for their
comjng, and to tell her igrandmother of the dreadful ~vents of the past hour. The sun was not
yet up when the small procession bearing the
bodies of the two dead boys reached the Hunter
house, and were ;received soberly by the little old
lody. Dick remained with the Hunters, while
Bob went to General Maxwell with a letter from
Dick, apprising him of the tragic circumstances.
There was no one to bury the two boys, for
the only known relative of Smith, his old father
was already dead. and the family of Pete Luc~
had left Elizabethtown the night of the British
invasion. Both boys were buried by _the town,
their graves being marked by a rude wooden
slab, with their names and the date of their
death. The dreadful fate of the two boys cast a
gloom over the camp of the Liberty Boys, and for
a while there was not heard the usual sounds of
jollity that prevailed when they were not in active duty or in constant expectation of active
operations. Dick and Bob managed to pay a
brief visit to their home, in order to see thei r
families and two sweethearts, and took Sa]Jy with
them, getting a neighbor to remain with the old
grandmother.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' DESPERATE FIGHT; or, THB
RETREAT FROM HACKENSACK."
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CURRENT NEWS
HOOKS PIKE WE IGHING 19
POUNDS
Six-year-old Tommy Falls is hailed as the Izaak
Walton of northwestern Ontario.
At Shebawandon Lake, near Port Arthur, the
10ungster hooked a nineteen-pound pike, which,
with adult assistance, he succeeded in landing.
6,

TORNADO BLOWS GIRL, 9, A MILE
The village of Ernfold, Sask, sixty-seven miles
iwest of Moose Jaw, is a mass of wreckage as the
·
result of a tornado.
The nine-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Rudd, of Uren, was blown from a buggy
at the outskirts of Uren and was lost fo:i;- ten
hours. The buggy was upset as the child was
torn from the mother's grasp. She was found
uninjured a mile and a half away.
THE OLDEST FRAME BUILDING
What is said to be the oldest frame building
in the United States :s the old Quaker meeting
house at Easton, Md. Local histories place its
date of erection in 1684, giving the ancient structure an age of 239 years, and it is said that William Penn attended service in the meeting house
while he was trading with the Indians. The only
preservative u sed on the wood has been oldfashioned whitewash on the outside. Seve of
the original plank seats and the woodwork inside have had no paint whatever.

GAMBLING FOR CANDY
Brooklyn police are carrying on a campaign
against grocery, drug and confectionery stores in
the borough which are attracting the patronage
of Brooklyn children by candy lottery machines.
AccorC!ing to an official at Brooklyn Police Headquarters, many complaints have been forthcoming
from parents that the candy machines are developing "a gambling spirit among the children."
More than 500 of these machines have been confiscated by the police du~ing the past two weeks.
No arrests have been made but the drive against
the machines will be carried on and any found in
Brooklyn will be seized. In the device, if a penny
falls into a certain slot it is l'eturned together
with a suppl}'" of candy.
MAKES $92.000,000 IN COIN IN A YEAR
The Philadelphia Mint turned out 79,221,000
pieces of domestic coin with a face value oi nearly
$92,000,000 and 39,000,000 pieces for Peru and
Nicaragua in the fiscal yeal' ended June 30.
Most of the year's work, numel'ically, consisted
of 58,704,000 standard silver dollars, struck to replace those melted t o provide bullion for the use
of· England in the East Indies. Other coinage included 1,597,000 gold double eagles, 538,000
dimes, 12,049,000 nickels and 1,431,000 cent pieces.
The coinage for Peru included 1,000,000 one sol
silver uieces and 2,000,000 nickel five mentavos.
For Nicaragua the output was 500,000 one centavos and 400,000 half centavos.

...
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BOYS, DO YOU LIKE DETECTIVE STORIES?
You Should Read

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
It contains the snappiest and liveliest stories you ever read. Each number bedns
wit!• a rousing detective novelette, filled with pep from atart to finish. Then there
au from four to six short stories of police adventure with good plots and interesting
situations. All these stories are written by the same authors who write for the higher
priced magazines. Don't miss the articles about crime detection, yarns of the underworld and special items relating to ghostly happenings, peculiar events and current
news of police cases.

Colored Covers, Fine Illustrations t
"",4

64 PagE:s

Get a Copy, Read It and See
How Interesting the Stories Arel

PRICE 10 CENTS
If you cannot procure a copy from your newsdealer send us the price (ten cents)
and we will mail you one postage free. Address

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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Against The Trust
-OR-

THE YOUNG LUMBERMAN'S BATTLE
By RALPH MORTON
··

(A Serial Story.)

CHAPTER XIII.
Big Ben Bates Meets The Trouble Half Way.
"Tennyson seemed to be asking Carson some
questions, and Jim odded and took him by the
arm and led him to the back of the cutter and
lifted up a blanket that covered something. Then
he holds up two big jugs, and you can bet that the
contents was whisky.
"Then Tennyson grins in a mighty pleased
way, and Carson asks him something, and Tennyson points straight towards this camp. Jim
nods his head that he understands, and then Tennyson takes a roll of money out of his pocket and
peels off half a dozen yaller notes and hands them
over.
"Then they parted company, and I lost no time
in starting for home."
Ben started at him.
"Well, what is there in all that?" he asked.
"Why, Ben, that's all as plain as day ·to me.
Tennyson is desperate, and in fear that he'll lose
his men, and he has telephoned to Jim Carson
to come here with two big jugs of whisky."
"For what purpose?"
"Why, to get your men started drinking. You
don't know loggers like I do, but I can tell you
that when once they get a taste of whisky they're
bound to have more, and if Jim Carson comes
here with those jugs to-morrow and hands around
a treat they'11 get just enough to make 'em want
more, and the next day you'd only have the temperance men left in your crew, ' and there's not
more than three in your whole crew."
"You mean that they'd go to town?"
"That's what."
Ben thought long and deeply over the matter,
and then turned to his faithful friend.
"When do you suppose this Carson will come
here?" he asked.
"Oh, he'll be here in the morning, sure."
"But he· knows that I am here, and you say
that my reputation is such that men up here
fear me. What about tpat part of it?"
"He'll do it slyly, you know. He'll hide his cutter and team away off in the woods in charge of
his man, and then he'll sneak around where the
men are and cfrop word that he's there just to
give them a friendly treat, and the men will slip
away one by one."
"Then," resolutely said Big Ben Bates, "that
man is not coming into my camp ·With his
whisky."
"That's the only way to prevent trouble," asserted Casey.

"How are you in a scrap, Phil?"
"Oh,'' said Phil, with a grin, "I could take ca're
of the chap with Carson if he butted in."
"That's good enough for me," said Ben.
"There's only one way they can get here, isn't
there?"
"Yes, they've got to come by the tote rode."
"Then you and I will be waiting on the tote
road early enough to head therri off," said Ben.
"You and I know of this, Phil, and I will tell
Norris, so that he can take charge of the crew
immediately after they begin work in the morning, and we'll not let those scoundrels get near
the camp."
Then they parted, and going into the little
house Ben awoke Norris and told him the news
that Casey had brought in. · The old woodsman
immediately confirmed Phil's idea, and heartily
indorsed Ben's determination to head im Carson a nd the whisky off before it got near the
camp.
"But look out for him, Ben," he said, "for he
is a contemptible dog, and would stop at nothing
to accomplish his purpose."
"All right," said Ben, and then turned into his
bunk.
He was up bright and early, and went out with
-the men when they started for work, but soon
after they began he found a pretext for sending
Casey away on an errand, and then departed himself, leaving Frank Norris in charge.
Walking swiftly, he soon overtook Casey, who
was slowly making his way over the tote road,
and together they walked on for nearly half a
mile.
Then they halted where a thick cluster of
bushes grew up close to the road, and concealed
themselves there, their eyes turnttd towards the
direction from which Jim Carson must come, and
although the morning was decidedly cold, Ben
was so hot with anger that he did pot feel it.
Nearly half an hour slipped away before they
heard the jingle of bells in the distance, and then
around a turn in the tote road came the cutter
with two men in the seat.
Phil Casey looked up.
"They a re the ones," he said.
Ben stepped fairly into the center of the road,
so that there was not room to pass, and the driver,
a big, coarse-looking man of thirty, with a puffy
bloated face and bleary eyes, was forced to pull
up. Then he caught sight of Phil, who had followed Ben out.
"Hello, Casey!" he said.
"Morning, Jim," quietly answered Phil.
Then the man who was sitting by the side of
the driver spoke UJJ :
"Anything the matter with the road?" he asked.
"Not that I know of," answered Ben, holding
his ground.
"Then," said Jim Carson, with an angry
scowl, "why are you blocking it up for us, young
man?"
"Because you're not going any further on it,"
responded Ben.
"And why not?"
"Because I say you shall not."
(To be continued.).
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GOOD READING
SEEING BACKWARD
The hare can see objects behind as well as in
:front. Its eyes are large, prominE:nt and p laced
laterally. Its power of seeing things in the rear
is very noticeable in touring, for though the greyhound is mute while running, the hare is able to
judge to a nicety the exact moment at which it
will be best for it to double. The giraffe, which is.
a very timid animal, is approached with the utmost difficulty on account of its eyes being so
placed that it can see both ways with equal facility. This faculty enables it to direct with great
precisi•n the rapid storms of kicks with which it
defen ds itself.
·
A $25,000 AQUARIUM
The world's largest and finest aquarium is being built under the caves of the bears and goats
cm the famous Mappin Terraces at the London
Zoological Gardens. Over half a milliol) gallons
of sea water will be , u sed :for eighty tanks. The
reservoir will be 220 feet long, 34 feet wide and
12 feet deep, and will be made of reinforced concrete.
Over it is to be fitted a promenade, on each side
of which will be the glass-fronted tanks containing the exhibits.
When the whole is completed the reservoir will
be filled with water from the North Sea, brought
by barges up the· Regent Canal.
"I expect that once filled it will not be necessary to add more s·e a water or to fre shen up what
is in the reservoir for a year or two," said the
secretary.
A separate series of tanks will be put in for
fre sh-water fish. An elaborate electric plant will
pump water to high-level tanks under the peak
of the Mappin Terraces, . where it will circulate
continuously through the tanks in which the fish
will live.
Heating apparatus is also to be installed, because the temperature in the various exhibition
tanks will vary between 50 and 80 degrees, according to the part of the world the fi sh came
from.
Half the exhibition tanks will be illuminated by
el~ctric light and the other half by daylight.

successful imitation as to render both the means
and the product practically beyond undetectable
imitation.
The ink used is made in the same building
where the work is done. One large room of the
bu~eau ~ontains. something like a dozen large
pamt mills, which are kept busy grinding together the colors and the oil used on the presses.
Only the best materials are used in the manufacture of this ink for bank notes and postage
stamps.
The sheets on which. currency is to be printed
are counted when received. They are issued to
the workmen on an order issu ed by the superintendent and are charged to that workman on a
pass book provided for the purpose. When the
printing is done the printer makes the impressions up in books of one hundred each, with
bI"Own paper placed between them. These are delivered to a clerk and the workman is credited
with thefr delivery on his pass book. Some sheets
may be spoiled, but all are credited to him so that
his book may balance.
These impressions are counted and inspected
Spoiled ones are destroyed by properly authorized
persons. The perfect ones are dried, pressed . and
again inspected and counted. They are then cut
and delivered for issue.

"Mystery Magazine"
SEMI-MONTHLY
-

10 CENTS A COPY

LATEST ISSUES -

128

THE MYSTERY OF THE BLUE CAR, by Ham.
llton Crnlcle.
THE DETECTIVE AND THE LAW. by Frederick
F. Shuey.
130 \HFJ H,A ND JN THlll DARK. h;r Chn1. F. Onr•ler
131 'I HE ~ lL<\.II, OF THE ROGUE, by G,e orge Bron:
son-How11rd.
132 TlJi:it.WOMAN FROM NOWHERE. by .Tnck Bech·
12\J
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~nr.: 'J'TMF: nF-'l'F,("J'TVlll. hy l"rnnk RJlghton.
'l'nF: WfTrnPF:RTN(}-ROOllf. R y R e 11Jnh Poynter
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.
rnr. THE DOOM Oll' Tfflll nAMNFJD. hy .Toe Burke.
137 TRll: ONSPMING DEATH, hy Gilbert Hammond.
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The Fnmous Detcdlve Story Out Today In 138 Is

MRS. DEANE'S JEWELS
TO SAFEGUARD U. S. BANK NOTES
One of the great considerations in the manufacture of bank notes in the United States Bureau
of Printing and Engraving is to guard effectively
a gainst the possibility of counterfeiting ·or theft.
The paper is made in a private paper plant,
which manufactures for none but the Government. It is made of cotton and linen· rags, in
which a1·e 1~ixed the silk threads that may be
easily seen by holding a bank note or a Trea sury note to the light.
The printing and engraving process through
which the paper is put is a very elaborate one and
requires very complex ma·chinery. Th e mach inery
used is so accurate and so ·well fortified against

By BEATRICE S. LUISI
HARRY E. 'VOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
lGG West 23d Street,
New l"rr"a: -Clty

"Moving Picture Stories"".
A Weekly l\Iagazine Devotee! to Photoplays a"d Playen

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Eneh number contains Four Stories of the Best Films

on _the Sc,.een - Elega~t Half-tone Scenes from the
Plays - Interesting Articl es About Prominent People
In the Films - Doings of Actors and Actresses in the
Studio nnd Lessons in Scenario Writing.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d St., New York
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
CROOKED "RADIO INSPECTOR S"
Complaints have been received by the radio edit ors of many newspapers of a new variety of
sneak thief. Calling himself a "radio inspector,"
he ,!\'ains access to the house and takes advantage
of it.
If you have only a receiving set, do not let him
in. Official Federal inspectors are interested only
in 11ansmitting installations and they wear a
Government badge.
LOADING COILS
One of the Bureau of Standards' circulars is
No. 137, which deals with "Auxiliary Condensers
and Loading Coils." A copy of this circular may
be purchased from the Superintende nt of Docu. ments, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., for 10 cents. Instructions are given for
construction and assembling the loading coils and
condensers and for operating the receiving sets
used with these additional parts. The function
of the loading is to place the set in tune with
higher wave lengths and the series condenser permits reception of lower wave lengths.
A GOOD TIP
The quantity of music or speech received from
some types of loud speakers employing a metallic horn· may be considerably improved by placing the horn about one-half an inch away from
a wall or window, thus causing the sounds to be
reflected and making them much clearer. If the
strength of signal is sufficient to such an extent
that it touches the pole pieces of the magnets, the
sounds are very "tinny." Thi.s \condition may be
overcome by reducing the signal strength or by
providing a means of adjusting the position of
the diaphragm so that it may vibrate without
coming m contact with the pole pieces of the magnets.
STATE RADIO CONTROL
State control of radio telegraphy in Denmark
is provided in a bill recently introduced in the
Danish Rigsdag by the Minister of Traffic, Assistant Trade Commissione r H. Sorenson reports.
It is proposed that the Minister of Public Works
shall be authorized to grant concessions for installation of radio receiving sets and that the
provisions of the laws of April 19, 1907, concernmg wireless telegraphy shall also apply to wireless telegraphy. It is said that on account of the
restricted wave band that will be assigned to
Denmark under agreement with the Norwegian
and Swedish Telegraph Services the Danish Government will exercise full control over transmitting stations.
FREAK RADIO SETS
Wireless papers have heard of a number of
freak receiving sets, which have the additional
merit of displaying the ingenuity of the builders.

Sam Solot of Central High School, Philadelphia,
has mounted a receiving set that works on a lead
pencil.
Frank McHale, a West Philadelphia High
School freshman, has a receiving set mounted on
a corn cob pipe that brings in local broadcasting .
William B. Boyd of Kensington, Pa., has a
workable receiver mounted on a prehistoric object known as a "beer" bottle.
Radio has gone completely to the head of Alfred Pogany, Philadelphia. He goes about wearing a derby hat with a receiving set mounted inside it.
Charles Plewinksi, Roxborough, Pa., has built
a receiver entirely within the shell of a peanut.
Charles F. Waag, Jr., Philadelphia, has built
a workable receiver on a cigarette holder, two
inches long.
INDIAN BROA~CAST
Broadcasting in India will probably be limited
to a single company, composed of British and Indian firms, according to a report of the recent
Delhi Conference forwarded to the Department
of Commerce by Vice Consul Harold Shantz, Calcutta. Non-British firms wiil not be allowed to
participate, it is said.
The Director of Wireless has "pointed out that
under the proposed license an important set of
apparatus would only be authorized if of British manufacture, but that it would be permissible
to buy parts from the United States or other foreign countries and assemble them in India. The
director said that the proposed company would
be essentially an Indian one, registered in India
and with headquarters there.
In thiS connection it may be observed that at
the ·present time no wireless equipment can be
imported into India which is not for Government
use except under a special import license from the
Director of Wireless and by persons who are licensed to operate.
RADIO DIFFICULT IES IN ENGLAND
. Lord Gainsf?i;d1 who presid~d at a recent meetmg of the Bntisn Broadcastmg Company, Limited, stated that although the Post Office figures
show about 80,000 licenses have been issued to
owners of radio receiving sets, he thought that if
those figures were multiplied by four or five they
woul? be nearer to the number of receiving sets
tappmg the ether lanes over the British Isles.
Unlike the laws governing radio receiving in
the United States, Great Britain requires the
owner of a radio receiving set to have a license.
Lord Gainsford says "there is a wholesale evasion going on." Many people who listen in with
radio receiving sets do not possess a license. The
s~x English broadcasting stations now in operation depend partly upon the license fees for ade·
911a~e revenue. It is claimed that the widespread
mfrmgement of the regulations is preventing the
broadcasting companies from improving the qua}.
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ity of their programs as they had planned to do
with increased revenue.
WHEN WINTER COMES
When cold weather is at hand and indoors far
more inviting than outdoors, we will be face to
face with a decided revival of radio interest. Following the radio craze of last winter and spring,
we ran into a serious slump. This condition was
due to several causes : first of all, summer
.w eather is not conducive to good radio results,
because of static interference; secondly, summer
weather calls every one outdoors, and radio is
primarily an indoor sport; thirdly, too many manufacturers and others jumped into the radio manufacturing business, and as a consequence much
jnferior apparatus made its appearance along
with the good apparatus. That there has been
an overproduction of radio material is certain,
although it is equally true that of the good apparatus there never has been and there still is
not an overproduction. With the return of cold
weather and with the radio industry undergoing
a clarifying process for the purpose of eliminating unsatisfactory apparatus, radio will be on the
upward trend. Radio broadcasting stations are
also giving a hand by broadcasting more interesting programs than ever, having' the benefit of
a year or more of experience to guide them.
THOSE WHO ENTERTAIN
Long-distance reception will become more and
more common with the advent of cold weather.
Whereas last winter and spring it would have
been considered a remarkable fea_t to receive from
a radio-telephone broadcasting station one thousand miles away, this is now a rather common
occurrence. In large measure this long-distance
work i s due to the use of more power ...and better
apparatus at the transmitting end, supplemented
by better receiving sets and more intelligent handling at the receiving end. The usual regenerative
receiving set is quite a complicated thing to handle, and it is only now, after many months of experience, that many novices are getting the most out of their apparatus. Stations which have
figured largely in widespread long-distance work
are the Atlanta Journal (WSB) at Atlanta, Ga.,
the Detroit N ews (WWJ), the Palmer School of
Chiropractic (WOC) at Davenport, Ia., the
Sweeney Automobile School, Kansas City, Westinghouse qcDKA) _at Pitt_;;burgh, Pa., and Genera1 Ele<!tnc Company (WGY), Schenectady, N.
Y. On several occasions the WOC broadcasting
station has been received in New York by amateurs with a clarity that is truly remarkable.
OPERATING ON LIGHTING CIRCUITS
The employment of a high-voltage dry battery
or storage battery for the plate circuit and a
storage battery for the filament circuit of the
usual vacuum tube equipment has proved a serious drawback. Several years ago the French
and German radio engineers worked out schemes
for operating vacuum tubes on commercial lighting circuits. Our own Bureau of Standards has
been at work on the problem for some time back,
and has recently established its findings. The

journal of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers describes a five-stage amplifier which
operates satisfactorily on 60-cycle supply for both
filaments and plates. This amplifier has three
radio-frequency stages and two audio-frequency
stages and uses a crystal detector. The interference from the 60-cycle supply is practically
eliminated by balancing resistances, grid condensers and special gljd leaks of comparatively
low resistance, a telephone transformer in the
output circuit and a crystal detector instead of an
electron tube detector. The account gives circuit
diagrams, the final complete circuits for the five
stages being reproduced, and states the values of
the condensers, resistances and inductances used.

PUT YOUR AERI AL HIGH
The close proximity of a tin roof or other metallic structure to the antenna absorbs a considerable portion of the energy which is needed for
clear signals. Where possible, the antenna should
be supported about 30 feet above frameworks and
surfac-es of metal. The lead-in should also be kept
cl~a:r; of such ener~y absor~ing objects, thus perrmttmg the reception of signals from long distances.
FOR SWEDISH SHIPS
Vessels at sea may now obtain free medical advice through the wireless station at Gothenburg
Sweden. The radiogram telling the symptoms of
the person affected is forwarded to the Alimanna
and Sahigransha Hospital, from where free advice is sent to the ship through the Gothenburg
transmitter.
AVOID LOOSE CONTACTS
Many condensers are designed so there is a
friction con~act to the movable plates; that is,
the contact is made. by the shaft touching a piece
of metal. . This is . a c~eap and easy way to make
a connection, but it will develop into a loose contact and dust collecting between the shaft and
the. contact point decreases the efficiency of the
~ntire set. Good firm connections, usually made
m the form of pig-tails by wire fastened to the
shaft o~ bearing,. fo~m a - far superior contact.
Scratchmg and grmdmg noises in the phones are
often traced to a friction contact on a variable
conden ser.
Sl~ding and friction contacts are all loose connections and are a source of trouble. It must be
remembereq tf'lat mos~ of the ene11gy radiated by
the transm1ttmg stat10n is lost in space. Only
t~e smallest fractio_n. of the current broadcast is
picked up by a rece1vmg station. A loose contact
places resi~tance in the path of the feeble impulses _Passmg through the receiving set and the
sound Is gre~tly decreased if not inaudible in the
phon~s.
smg three stages of radio frequency
amplification, a. dete.ctor and one stage of audio
frequen.cy amphficat~on, all connections clean and
fi~·m, S1gn31ls ar.e picked up at the New York
T1me;S" radio stat10n from Leafields, England, with
""""
sufficient strength to deflect a voltmeter.,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
HOUSE CLEANS, DESTROY S SA VIN GS
When Mrs. A. C. Harter, eighty-six, Spencerville, 0., cleaned house, she burned her year's
savings, $96 in currency. She had put the money
under a rug in her parlor. Gathering up the papers under the rug, Mrs. Harter burned them.
The money was destroyed with the papers.
A LARGE ENVELOP E ORDER

It will require 354,388,000 envelopes to inclose

the mail of the Governmen t next year, and, as
an indication of what these figures mean, the
Post Office Departmen t announced recently that
a contract had been let for 140,000,000 official envelopes for that departmen t alone at a cost of
$178,061.
BEES STORING HONEY IN ICE CREAM
FREEZER
Arthur Bitner, a West· Packer farmer, near
Hudsondale , Pa., is going without ice cream this
week. His five-gallon freezer has been selected
by a swarm of bees and they are engaged in filling
it with honey for next winter.
The bees make their entrance and exit through
the drain-pipe at the bottom of the freezer.

BAGGING A HIPPO
There are two ways of bagging a hippopotamus, says a writer in the Wiae World Magazine,
and neither is justified unless the sportsman is
sorely in want of food, for its meat is very poor
indeed and wants a good deal of preparation to
be palatable to any one except the starving. It
has a taste I can only describe as fishy, something what beef would taste like after being
wrapped up for a couple of days with a Scotch
haddock of doubtful freshness.
The hippo may be shot in water. When mortally :wounded he will sink and will not reappear
on the surface for several hours, consequent ly a
tiring lookout has to be kept for the carcass. If
he is only slightly wounded, he may charge, but
more often he will flee and die in the reeds to
serve as food for scavenger birds or crocodiles.
The other and more sporting way .is to shoot
him on land. This is, as a rule, only possible at
night or late in the evening and early in the
morning. It would not be wise to find one~elf between the river and the wounded hippo, for he at
once makes for the water by the shortest route,
and he goes po fast that getting out of the way
requires pretty speedy feet and great coolness
of nerve.
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LAUGHS
Traveler (just landed)-! learn you have a new
governmen t. How does it start out? NativeSplendidly. We owe money to every nation on
earth, and they. are all afraid to molest us.
The Crocodile- What's become of the laughing
hyena? The Lion-He happened to come along
where I was taking a nap in the shade and he
thought I was dead, and-well, he ain't kad anything to laugh at since.
"An?· w~at do Y?U .call yourself?" contemptuously mquired an md1gnant wif~. "A man or a
mouse?" "A man," answered her husband bitterly. "If I were a mouse you'd be on that table
by now calling for help."
Husband- Do you know that every time a
weman gets angry she adds a new wrinkle to her
face? Wife-No, I did not; but if it is so I presume it is a wise provision of nature to let the
world know what sort of a husband a woman has.

U. S. S. RICHMON D'S SPEED 34.3 MILES
The official trial trips of the new light cruiser
Richm_ond have just been completed and have
Mr. Brown-Sh all we have to buy new woolen
been a source of igreat satisfaction to the Bu- underwear for all .of the boys thi s year.? Mrs.
reau of Engineerin g. Her machinery, which .was Brown-No , dear. Yours have sln:wik so they
designed in the bureau, has more than met the just fit John; Johnny's shrunk to fi t \ Vi llie an d
expectation s of the c:::ngineering officers. The Willie's are just snug on the baby. You ar~ the
Richmond reached a speed of 34.3 miles. If 'she only one that needs new ones.
had been built according to the original plans
she would, it is claimed, have exceeded thirty"Ma," remonstrat ed Bobby, "when J: was at
five knots.
fruit tarts twice."
The greatest achiev~ment was the Richmond's grandma's she let me have
done so, Bobby,"
have
to
not
ought
she
"'Well,
for
knots
fifteen
of
speed
a
maintain
to
ability
quite enough for
is
once
think
"I
mother.
his
said
7,200
sailed
She
refueling.
without
10,000 miles
Bobby, the more
grow,
you
older
The
boys.
little
withhour
per
knots
twenty
of
rate
miles at the
was silent, but
Bopby
gain."
will
you
wisdom
rasailing
remarkable
a
is
This
.out refueling.
said, "grandhe
ma,"
"Well,
moment.
a
for
only
effecvery
cruiser
new
dius Slnil will make the
ma is a good deal older than you are."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
SCOTLANp YARD
Scotland Yard, in Whitehall, London, is said t o
have derived its name from a palace t hat formerly occupied the site, in w hich the Scottish ambassadors were lodged. That was in the days
when England and Scotland were separate kingdoms and Scotland sent ambassadors to England.
Scotland Yard was the headquarters of the Metropolitan Police up to 18'0, when removal was
m ade ·to New Scotland Yard on the Thames Embankment, near Westminster Bridge.

while 284 were deported after entering the country.
A total of 249,535 aliens were admitted under
the 3 per cent. restriction law during the fi~st
eight months of the current fiscal year, while
108,268, or about 30 per cent., may be ·admitted
during the four remaining months.
The following countries have exhausted their
quotas for the present fiscal year: Armenia,
Belgium, Czecho-Slovakia, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Luxemburg, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Lithuania, Spain, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Africa,
Atlantic Islands, Australia and New Zealand.

"ARMORED GLASS"
It is said that a fortune awaits the individual

who shall invent a flexible, unbreakable glass.
"Armored glass," so called because it contains a
netting of galvanized wire and is not easily broken into small pieces, is too heavy and too nearly
opaque for most uses. There is a glass of comparatively recent invention called "three play:"
Although it is neither flexible nor unbreakable, it
has certain advantages over other kinds. It is
composed of two panes of glass with a thin sheet
of transparent celluloid.pressed between them and
. made to adhere by hydraulic pressure. It is said
· that a blow hard enough to shatter ordinary glass
and to drive the pieces for some distance merely
cracks the three }Jly glass.
SOUR C:2 OF THE BASEB.ALL BAT
Ash ideally combines the qualities demanded of
the baseball bat. Shape and size are matters of
individual taste-the model room of a leading
manufactory has on show 1,2000 bat patternsbut ash is really the one accepted material. Now,
although we have resources of nearly 10,000,000000 board feet, ash is popular for so many purposes that its scarcity has already greatly affected the price, and farmers with suitable woodland might well devote it to this tree. The U.
S Forest Service has originated and perfected a
l~minated bat built up of short pieces of ash
joined with the same waterproof glue as. is used
in airplane propellers; these. .bats are said to be
as resilient, du1·able and satisfactory as the onepiece kind.
OUR ALIEN POPULATION
The alien population of the United States increased 24,541 in January, 28,773 aliens having
been admitted during the month and 4,232 deported, the Labor Department has announced. Of
the immigrants admitted, 15,661 came from Europe, 954 from Asia, 21 from Africa an_d 12,100
from the countries of the Western Hemisphere.
About 3 per cent. of the immigrants were listed
as belonging to the professional class, 22 per
cent. were skilled workers, 12 per cent. common
. laborers , 41 per cent. had no occupation, women
and children being included in this group, while
22 per cent. had miscellaneous occupations. During the month 1,569 aliens were denied admission

TOURING ON A BICYCLE
Touring on a bicycle requires especial care in
selecting an outfit. The spectacle of a young man
starting out on a long trip with a great pack on
his back, bundles on his handbats and a luggage
carrier is pathetic. One inexperienced tripper, so
burdened, said his outfit weighed 140 pounds. He
had a tent, waterproofs, blanket, spare clothes,
food for many days, though he was passing towns
every hour, and cooking utensils enough :r..ir a
party of four, though they were taxing his
strength and wearing out his stamped bearings
and undersized tires.
A bicycler's camping outfit, counsels a writer
in the Youth's Companion, should weigh less than
50 pounds. All that he really needs is ,a nested
mess kit, a blanket, a four-pound tent or waterproof canvas sheet, extra clothes, a canteen (a
quart in settled regions, a gallon in arid lands )
and a camera.
A rider should select food suitable to the region in which he is going to travel. He should
carry no burden on his back, waist or any part
of his person. Holsters, luggage carriers or bags
should hold everything, and they should be fas. tened directly.to the machine. Burdens should be
so placed as to keep the center of gravity low;
any pendulous motion of the luggage must be
prevented. Nor is there any need to burden yourself with riding on a motorcycle. The motor will
carry almost as much as can be stacked on it, but
even so, the rule holds true that the lighter the
outfit the greater the comfort and ease of travel.
Bicycling costs perhaps a dollar a day if the
tourist camps out. If he cooks his own meals he
saves two-thirds of the ordinary expense, and if
he knows how to cook in camp he can live much
better and have less indigestion than if he were
to eat the messes served at some restaurants and
hotels.
In arranging a schedule for a bicycle tour you
can count on going 40 or 50 miles a day over improved roads. But in the region west of the Mississippi and east of the Sierras the best roads are
rough and difficult. The deserts and mountains
are indeed, inspiring, but you must walk up long
grades and descend grades equally long, often
with smoking brakes. You must keep your brakes
always in good condition.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
IMITATOR OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Berlin's Columbus Circle has been the scene
every night recently of a free show staged by an
imitator of Charlie Chaplin. Shuffling about in
Chaplin's characteristic fashion, the imitator
would suddenly seize the nearest bystander as if
to save himself from falling. The bystander
would join in the general laugh.
Last night a man who had arrived home minus his watch and chain after attending the entertainment, revisited the place wearing a miniature clock so constructed as to sound an alarm
upon its removal from his pocket. Just after the
entertainer seized this man in a pretended fall,
the alarm sounded and · the performer was exposted as a pickpocket. He escaped amid a rain
of blows from the spectators.

MUSEUM FINDS OUT HOW A MOLE LIVES
The habits of the mole have at last been discovered The American Museum of Natural History is now in possession of ·a complete nest with
mother and young. In fact, it has three nests
and a total of nine young. April 21 the museum
announced a reward of $25 for a nest in the hope
that farmer, golfer or young naturalist would
come across a specin!en nest which would clear
up the mystery of the moles family life, but for
weeks no response was received until suddenly
specimen s arrived from New Brunswick, N. J.,
Tyner, Ind., and Marietta, S. C. To avoid being
swamped with nests the museum now announces
that the offer is closed.
The New Jersey moles were well grown. The
structure of the nest leaves some doubt as to its
being their original home. It was sent in by
Charles L. Sullivan, and although it was not
THE WHEEL IS OLD
quite what the museum wanted, he was awarded
Look at any allegorical painting or drawing $5. The second. nest came from William Johnthat is supposed to depict the advance of civiliza- son and Henry Johnson, Tyner, Ind., and was action and you will in all probability see in one cor- companied by four baby moles and their mother.
ner a picture of an ancient horse-drawn buggy. It was the prize specimen. A third came from
Perhaps this same corner will contain a horse- L. 0. Mulkey, Marietta, S. C., with three young.
drawn street car. In the other corner there will Both the Johnsons and Mulkey were awarded $25.
The valuable part of the finds, according to the
be a modern railroad · express train scooting over
the rails at a tremendous rate of speed. Over - museum authorities, is that definite infoTmation
head an airplane will be gliding along, while on a about the nests was available in each case. A ·
parallel road will be seen an automobile. No such letter from the Johnsons stated that their nest
picture is complete without these items. True, was found while plowing corn. It was in a ditch
there will be various types of boats and vessels, bank in sandy soil, about twelve inches beneath
but we are more directly concerned just at pres- the sod, with a tunnel leading down the bank so
ent with land vehicles.
that no water could get in the hole. The nest
On all of them, regardless of the generati.on in was made of grass.
which they reigned supreme, there is one basic
Further details about nests were contained in
scientific element that is responsible for vehicular a letter received from C. E. Cooper, Torrington
development. The wheel, without ~hi~h civiliza- Park, N . J., who reported that he had found
tion would be almost at a standstill, is the one four nests while plowing and that they were alscientific element that is probably responsible for ways made of grass, woven together in much the
the spread of civilization to all four corners of way a bird makes a nest. • The young, from three
the world. Yet, so common have they become and to five a nest, are born without fu'r.
Mulkey gave accurate "detail s of his find and
so taken-for-granted that we never stop to think
of the part wheels have played in the world. told of the mother mole coming back during the
Without them our modern trains, automobiles, ' night to hunt for her young. This nest had three
buggies, wagons and numerous other means of runs leading to it, was made of old dead grass
transportation would be impossible.
.
and was found on thi: edge of a cornfield.
The wheel was old when Egypt was still a new
Dr. F. A. Lucas, director of the museum, said
nation and of its actual origin there is no au- accurate information, .hitherto not available to
thenti~ r ecord. One theory goes back to the dis- scientists, had been secured.
tant period of cave-dwelling man, whose chief
"This is the fi rst authentic information about
occupation was building. He would drag lo.gs a mole's nesting habits that I know of," he said,
of timber from the forest day after day and pile "and as far as I know the groups which we can
them at an angle agains~ the rocks, fillin_g in ~he make .out of our specimens will be the first in any
cracks with earth and sticks, thus affording him- American museum. I had been unable to find
self shelter. It is thought that by using semi- any one who knew anything about the family life
circular branches as runners underneath the logs of a mole until I received . the accura te informait was found that they could be moved forward tion of the finders of the nests we now have."
far more easily than by lifting the dead weight.
Dr. Lucas plans to u se the newspapers in furAnother theory is that a circular stone having ther hunts for unusual specimens of animal life.
a hole in the center attracted the attention of a He said that for three years he had been trying
savage more intelligent- than the rest of his fel- to get hold of a family of young graccoons under
lows. Taking this up, he found that he could re- a month old. In spite of a reward of $100 for
volve it upon a stick and this, it is thought, gave such a family he has never been able to get one.
him an inkling of the wonderful use to which he He also said that he was after a family of young
could put it.
wolves.
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"He's Already Patented Four Inventions"
••FUNNY

thing, too . , . When he first
me said, Send in lhal coupon, It was the best move
came h er e he was just an ordinary worker.
I ever made-I knew It the minute I started my
For a time, when things were slack, I even
first lesson. Before, I had been working in a sort
thought that we might have to let him g o.
of m ental fog-just a n automatic part of the
"Then, gradually, I noticed a n improvement In
machine in front of me. But the I. C. S. taught
his work. He seelfled to really
me to really understand what I
und erstand what he was doing.
was doing.'
"One day h e came into my office
These inventors and many
"Well, that was just a start.
and said he had worked out a new
others once aludied wilh
Three times since he has come to
0
1
~~~ fitifee s'i~~~3!i ~tri~~r·bu~
the 1• C. S.
~h1:ei!~i~~~;~~~1!it~ t~nt~'!.~
when he started explaining to me,
JESSE G. VINCENT
being adopted In other plants and
I could see that h.e had r eally disVice·pruideat of Packard
on which he re ceives a royalty. He
covered something. And when I
Motor Car Co., ianator of the
Js certainly a splendid example of
star ted questioning him, I was
Packard Twia.Si• ..d co-i•·
the practical v a lu e and thorougham azed. He certainly did know
n•tor of tha Lihertr Motor.
ness of I. C. S. training."
what he was talking about.
JOHN c. WAHL
Every mail brings l ette rs f rom
"So we sat down and talked for
First •ice·pretideat of The
students Of the I. C. S. t elling of
over a n hour. Finally, I asked him
Wahl Co., i..eator of the
advancements and larger salari es
wb ere he had learned so much
Wahl Addiar Machine, the
won through spare- time study.
about his work. He smil e d and
E.. uharp Poacil and the
There's still a chance for you, if
took a little book from his pocket.
Wahl Fouataia Pea.
you will only make the start.
"'There's no secret about it,' he
W. J. LILLY
Ju!!t fill o ut and mail the coupo n
said.
'Tile answer's r ight here.
lnnator of the Lill1 Mi111
printed below and, without cost or
Four montbs ago I saw one of
Hoi.t Controller.
obligation, get the full story of
thoS E\ adve rtis<'ments of the InterH. E. DOERR
what the I. C. S. can do for you.
national Corres pondence Schools.
Chief Mechnicol Ea 1i..er,
To-day- not To-morrow - is the
I had been seeing them for years,
Scullin Steel Co., St. Loai1.
day to take that first d efinite step
but this time something inside of
toward Success.
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INTERNATIQNAL CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS, BOX 4491-B,

SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obligation on my part, please tell me bow I can qualify for the
position or in the subject before which I have marked an X in the list below:O Automobile Work
OGas EnJ:ine Operating
OA.irplane Engines
RadJo
Electrjca1 Eng!neer lnrt

B
0 Electrle Lighting

§

.Mechanii;al JJ;n"tnecr
Mechanical ))r11ftsman
)fachine Shop Practloe

0 'Railroad Poaltiona

~

Civil

Engineer

Surveying and Mappinr
Mine ForellWLll or Engineer
Marine Engineer
Architect

Contractor and BuUder
Architectural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Chemistry

Pharmacy

O Business Management

O Industrial Management
O Trame Management

BBusiness Law

D Salesmanship

D Advertising
D Stenography and TyplnI

BTeacher

Banking and Ranking La.w
Cirtl Service
OAccountancy (Including C.P.A.) DRailwa:r Mail Clerk
0 Nicholson Cost Accountln&
§Common School Subject•
Bookkeeplnr
Hi gh School S ubj ecta
Business English
Tilustratini:

§

Business Sv&oiWl

French

Name ................................................................................ - .................... Street Address ........ ......................................................._, __ _
Clty ..................................................... ....... ... State ........................................ .... Occupation ................................. _........................................,.Per.a.... residin g in Canada should send th;. coup-0n. to the lntern.atio-nal Correoponden.c• SchoolB Canadian, Limitedt
Mo-ntreal, CanadG.

•

LITTLE .ADS
Write to Riker fl KiHg, AdvertisiHg Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madlso• Str11et, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
AGENTS WANTED
PERSONAL-Continued

. AGENTS WANTE~-BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.
Every owner buys Gold Initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50, make $1.85. Ten orders daily easy. Write
for particulars and free samples. Amerlca.u l1ono&I&m
Co., Devt. 171. Ea.at Orani:e. N. J.
·
AG ENTS-900 an hour to advertise and diatrtbute samJ>les to consumers. 'Vrlte Q.uick for territory and par-

tlculars. American Products Co., 9700 American Bide . •
ClnclnnaU, 0.
~

FOR SALE
LAND OPPORTUNITY! $10 to $50 down atart.9 rou on
20. 40. 80 ac. near thrlrtn11 city in lower Mich.; bal.
Jons tJme. Learn how we help you cet a farm home.
Write today for bi1 booklet free. Swii:a.rt Land Co .•
M-1268 }'INt Nan Bank Bldg .. Chlca•o.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for meu and ,.omen
for secret 1nve1tlratton in your dhtrJct. Wrlte 0. T.
Ludwh:. '621 \Vestover BJdi' .• Kansas Ctt1. Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
or travel ei:perlence unnecessary. \Vrlte Geor&e \Va&'~
ner. form er OoVt. Detective. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
EARN $20 weekly 1pare time. at borne, 1ddreHln&'.
malllni music, circulars. Send lOo for mu slc. 1nfor~
ma.tlon. American Musto Co .• 1658 Broadway, Dept.
ST. N. Y.
$100 TO $300 A WEEK. Men with allaht knowledae ot
motors who can H"ach car owuers can ewrn $300
weekly without making a &inrlo aale.
lf they can
aho m&ke ulea their profits may r eiach $25,000 yearly.
n0 ~~~!!~~. o~!!: ;J~k.ever o!feretl. V. L. Phillips.
0

p ll

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES. POEMS. PLAYS. •le.• are wanted tor publication. Submit MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 515
Hannibal, Mo.

PERSONAL

•

HUND REDS seekfn~ m:irrlA.ge. tt sincere enclo!e stamp•
Mrs. F. \Vtllard, 2928 Rros.dway, Chtc&it"O, Illinoh.
IF LONESOME exch ange jolly letters wiU1 beautiful
lad ies and wealthy gentlemen. Eva Moor.e, Box 908.
Jacksonville, Fla. (Stamp).
LAD I ES, write \V e~tt" rn Bachelor, 38, worth $100,000.
Y. , Box 85. L<"ai:ue, Toledo. Ohio.
LADY FARM ER. 85. worU1 $60.000. wlll ma.rry. N ..
Box 85, League, To.led o, Ohio.
LONESOME? Get aCQuatnted. 1 will help you. My
methods insure conftdence. Bundreda seekln1 matrimony, Jnformation free, st.amp. please. Mrs. Franz., 941
Montana St., Chicago.
LOOK WHOSE HERE! PrlnoeBS OKIE world farnou•
horoscopes. Get your's today. Don't delay. Send fulJ
b!rthdate and lOc. K. Okie. 209 West 1S9tb l!t., New

York. N. Y.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Blc lnuo with deecrlptlona , photos, names and addresse1. 25 cents.
No
other fee. S"nt sr&led. Box 2285 R, Boston, Mus.
MARRY-F ree photorraphs, directory and de&er1ptlons
ot wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan
Co., Dept. S6, Kanaas City. Mo.
MARRY. HEALTH, WEALTH -Members oyerywhere.
worth t'o $50,000. Photos, deacdptions free. SOCIAL

ACTIVITIES. Cimarron, K an.

MARRY IF LONELY; '"Home M&ker'"; hundreds rich.
conftdent1al; reli able; yMrs experience; descript10011
frre. ...l'he Succesaful Club", Box 5:SG. Oakland, C&llfornh..
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with pbotoo and
descriptions free. Pay when married. The Exchall£:e,
Dt>pt. 545 . 1'.au1n9 City, Mo.
MAR RY: Thous11 nda con.&enta l people, worth trom
$1,000 to $50,000 seeking earll' marriage, descrlpUons.
photos, introductions free. Sealed. EiUler sex. Send
no money. Address Standard Cor. Club. Grayslake, Ill.
PRETTY MAIDEN. wealthy but louely. will marry.
Club, Box 65, Ox.ford. Fla.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. EiY!>ti•n
secrets. Black art, other rare books. Cat&lo: tree.
Rt&r "!look Co . • 8R28, 122 Federal St.. Cnmdcn. N. J.
PRETTY GIRLIE. wealthy, but oh. 10 los06ome, will
marry. C., Box 55, Oxford, FIL
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We"ll tell you. Send
SOc and birth da.te to Characler Studles, 1515 Masonio
Templo, New York City.
WEALTHY. pretty, an'ecUona.te girl, woul tl ms.rry.
" rr1te, <inclosing envelope. Dorla Dawn. South Euclid,
Ohlo.

ATTRACTIVE YOUNG LADY . worth ,25.000. mu
marry. Club. Box 1022. Wichita. Kanaao.
BACHELOR. 88. worth $100.000, anxious to marry. Y.,
Box 85, Leaeue, Toledo, Ohio.
BEST. LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country.
E11tabl11hed 19 Years.
Thousand.a Wealthy wlshlnrr
Early Marriace. Contldentlal. Free. The Old Reliable
Clnb. Mn. \Vrubel, Box 26, Oakland, Calit.
CHARMING WIDOW. 82. wealthy. will marry 10011.
League. B ox 77, Oxford, Fla.
'
CHARMING WIDOW. with farm. wlll marry soon.
SONGWRITERS
E.'mma, Box 77 . Orlord, Fla.
,
DECIDEDLY PRETTY GIRL, worth $65,000. wllJ WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-\Te compose music.
Submit
your
poems to ua at once. New York Melody
marry. Box 1022. Club. WtchJta. Kan~u.
Corporation, 4.05 E. Roman Hldg., New York .
DO YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Bet!J' Lee.
Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City. Sta.mp appreTOBACCO HABIT
"'
ciated.
•
TOBACCO or Snull" R&bit cured or no pay. $1.00 It
HANDSOME LADY of 111ellll8; 1VOU!d marry It suited.
cured. Remedy sent on trial
Superb& Co.. PC.
(Stull>.) Violet. Box 787. Dennison. Ohio.
Baltimore. Md.
•
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you select from 44 Styles, colors and
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THE WORLD'S
LARGEST
OIL TANK
Covering
an
area of twenty
acres, and with a
capacity of 1,750,000 • ban-els,
the world's largest oil storage
tank is nearing
completion
at
Wilmington, Cal.
The concrete tank
will
rise only
eight feet above
the ground, half
of it being below
the surface. The
roof will be supported by wooden posts set in
concrete
blocks
in the bottom of
the tank, also of
·concrete.
Despite
the
vast quantity of
oil that will be
held in the tank,
the sides and bottom will be only
four inches thick.
This feature is
made possible by
the careful preparation of the
earth under the
tank,
by
the
methods of reinforcing the concrete and by the
nature of the concrete.
All soil
around the excavation for the
tank within accurately determined distances is
removed and repacked until it is
much more dense
than at first. This
is
accomplished
by tractors treaded with iron attachments
that
resemble
a
sheep's hoof. The
sides of the excavation are packed
beyond the limits
to which the side
of the tank will
extend. T h e s e
sides are then cut
through so that
at all places the
texture of the
soil will be con•
stant.

\VERE YOU BORN

UNDER ALUCKY STAR?
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ALL THAT
THEBE 18 TO KNOW ABOUT- YOUJI.

Character
Disposition
Good Traits
Weaknesses

Abilities
Friends
and
Lucky Days

Wrisf w~tc"

Guaranteed Time Keep ...
er. Given for selling only
30 card• o! Dress Snap-Fast e ners at lOc per card. Eastly
Sold.
EARN BIG MONET
OR PREMIUMS. Order your
cards TO-DAY. Send no money.
We trust you till goods are sold.
AMERICAN SPECIALTY CO.
Bos 12T Z
Lancaster, Pa.

FREE!
Bil', Handaome, Dreaaed, Sleephtl'

Dolt sent prepaid for selllnir ONLY
SIX PACKETS new Highly Per·
fumed Sachet Powder AT lOc.

Thi• ta a S,Peeial Offer to introduce

our sachet.

We also l'ive Mama Dolls, Walkill&'

D91ls, and premiums for boys.

careful 11tudy of a
T HE
yourself is far more

thoro de1crtpUon of
important than you
may at tlrst imagine.
For It Is absolutely true that any added
knowledge of your own inherent quallUes wlll
greatly assist you in reaching a hlgber degree
of su ccess. You can be just a1 1ucce1sful as
you desire. It is all In your power of will.
But before you can exercise thl1 power In
the right direction, you miut thoroly 1tady
yourselt.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.153
Mt. Vernon,N. Y.

''Hew To Read Human Nature''
l!IERIES OF TWELTE BOOKS

Price 10 cents each.

Postpaid to aJlT addreH

These books glve In concise form a positive
key to self-development. They are based on
a study of thousands of characters-are pregnant with keen analysis and most helpful
character-building hints.
Send us ten cents and the month of your
birth and the book will be malled immediately. Use coupon below.
It you haTe a friend, acquaintance or business associate whose character and dlspoaltion you would like to study, obtain our book
corresponding with the month in which such
person was born.
IF YOU ARE IN LOVE - you should know
the character, disposition, good polnt1, abllltles, and weaknesses of the person In whom
you are interested. Ascertain the month of
birth and then send for our book of that
month. Enclose another dime .

....... .... .. .........................................
~

CHARACTER STUDIES, Ine.,
Boom llSlll, l\lasonla Temple, N. Y. C,

I

enclose ..•.....•...•••••.•••••••••••• ••••••••

Send books of (give month•) ................. .
Name ......................................... .

Address .................................... X

W..u9IH aimost llll¥ uoe at home. lilm•J.l eellt,
l:iend TOD.6.Y 2 eeow ~ partl.e11la~a ·au4

ll900f.

GEORGE \V, Sl\llTH
Room M.-762, 125 N. Jelf Ave., Peoria, UL.
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1187 The Liberty Boys' Dangerous Game; or, The Plan
to Steal a Prince.
1138 " At Fort No. 8; or, Warm Work On tJ!e Hudson.
1139 " In Despair; or, The Disappearance or Dick
1140
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1143
1144
1111\
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1147
1148
1149

i150
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1152
1153

JlM
1155
1156
1157
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llfi!l
1160
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1165
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1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172

1173
1174
1175
1176

1177
1178

"·

an8da~fr)e,.d shot

Murphy": or, Driving Bnck
the Rnlders.
" Conrnge: or, lln!'fllng a British Spy.
" Jn Ol<l Virginia: or, The Fight ut Great Bridge.
" Accuse<l · or D ef ending Their Honor.
" Best Bnttle;' or, The Surrender of Cornwams.
" nnd J,lghtfoot: or, Dick Slater'~ Tnn lan Friend.
" Hot Hunt: or , Running Down n ~'rnltor.
" encl the "Ol<l Sow"; or, The Slgnnl Gun on
Bottle Hill."
" Driving <'u t the Band'.ts; or, Warm Work In
Monmouth.
" at Fraunces Tavern; or, Ferreting Out a Wicked Plot.
" nn<l the Backwoodsmen; or. Joined With Brave
A 1lles.
" Hl<llnl!'-Place; or. Bnffllng Burgoyne.
" With Morgan's Riflemen; or, Dick t:!later's l:!est
8bot.
" •s Privateers: or. The 'J'nklnir of the "Rew• r<l ."
" Redcont. Enemy; or, Drlvlnl? Ilowe from BMton.
" nn<l Widow Moore: or, The Fight at Creek
llridge.
" Saving tl•e Colors: or, Dick Slater's Bravest
D eed.
" Swnmp Angels; or, Out With Marlon and His
Men.
" Young Spy; or, Learnlnl!' the Enemy's Plans.
" Runnwa y Battle; or, Foiling a 'l'ory Plot.
" March to D eath : or, Escaplnl!' a Terrible Fate.
" In Boston Hnrbor; or, .Attacking the British
Fleet.
" Little Recruit; or, Out Against the Indians.
" Greatest Danger; or, F i ghting the Rockland
R a iders.
" Holding the Pn.ss; or, The Escape of General
Putnam.
" TaklnJ? Toll; or, Holding the Hlghway.
" Clean Sweep: or, Dick SlAter'~ Defiance.
" Bugler: or, Ronsini? th e Minute Meu .
" Snowed Jn: or. A Lucky Escape.
" Foiled· or Retrnyed by I\ Spy.
" Mountain Battle: or, Flglltlnl!' the Redskins.
" Wnr Flng: or. Stan<llng hy th<' Color~.
" Taking n Dare: or, Calllnir the Enemy s Rlutl'.
" In Black Swamp; or, Fighting Hard for Freedom.
" and Corporal Ca sey; or, Thrashing the Rene ge des.
" In the Frozen Land; or, Watching the Country's Foes.
" Trl~klng tbe Redcoats; or, The Gunsmith of
Valley Forge.
" In Dl$tres~: or, Hemm ed In by Dangers.
" nnd the Idiot Spy; or. Running Down the
Skinners.
" Fire Raft· or Scor~lllnl!' th<' Re<lcoats.
" Cunning i•rap; or, The Traitor's Secret.

1179
1180
For sale by all ne1vsdealere, or wlIJ be ~e-nt to any
fUtd re 11 s on receipt of prlc~, 7c per copy, ln 1noney or
po~ta.ce 1tamp11, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Puhlhhrr. Inc.
N e\v York Clt:r

1G6 West 2Sd Street

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM

I

Price 811 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent cbanies In the
method of construction and su bmlssion of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase ot s cenario writing. l!'or sale by al! Newsdealers and Bookstores.
rr you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you on e, postage free. Address
L . SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave .• Ne"• York, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contaia
Valuable Information on Almo11t Every S11bject
No. 42. THE BOYS OF
NEW YORK STUMP
S"PEAKER. - Containing a varied assortm ent o! st.ump
speeches, Negro, Dutch a nd Irish. Also end men 's jokes.
Just th e thing for home amusement nnd amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK 1\fiNSTREL
GUIDE AND ,JOKE BOOTC.-Somethlng new and ver;r
ln strurtive. F.vnv hov sho11l<l obtain Uils book, as It
con tnln• full lnstrnctlons for orga11lzlng an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. now TO l\IAJ{E AND USE EI.ECTRICITY.
- A' desrrlptlon o! the wonderfn l uses of rlectriclty nnd
elrctro mngnetlsm; together with full ltrntrnctlons for
maklnl!' E lectrir ToyR, Bntterles, etr. Ry George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Contnlnln~ ove r fifty l1111•trntlons.
No. 48. HOW TO BU'IJ,D AND SAIL CANOES. - A
hnn<l~· hook for boys, conta lnln f!: fnll directions for ro nRtrurtln.cr rnnMs nnil the most popular manner of s111Jln1? th r m. Fully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE. -Giving rules for condu c·t ing debates, 011tllnrs for debates, (]tH•Rtions for discussion ancl the best sources ! or procuring Information
on lhe <JU<>Rtions given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.A valuable hook giving, Instructions in collectlng, prenarlnl?, mounting and pre s~ rvlng birds, animals and
1n•ects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICK8 WITH CARDS. - C(ln tainlng explanations of the genera l principle s of sleJghtof-hnnd applicable to card tricks: o f rard tricks with
ordinary cnrds, anrl not requ irin g· Rl elght-of-b1tn<l: of
t rkkS' Involving s lell!'ht-of-b>1nd, or the n se of speclallv
pre pare<l cnr<ls. TlluMrnteil.
·
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. - A complete and
haud y little book, giving the rules anrl full dlrectlona
for playing Euchre, Crlbbal!'e, Cassino, Forty-Five
Rounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. Ali
Fours, an<l many other popul a r , g ame• of rarcls.
No. 54. HOW TO }{EEP AND MANAGE PETS._
Giving complete Information a;i to the manner and
method of rai sing, kee ping, tammg , br ~e ding ancl managing all kinds of pets: also giving full ln str uctln.ns for
m~,~~~~tli~;:es, etc. Full e:xplalned by twenty-eight
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER. - Con tnlnlng full lnstructlonR how to bec(lme :t locomotive
rn glneer ; nlso directions for building a m odel locomotive; togethn with R full descriptio n of everytbln" nn
engineer shou ld know.
"'
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. -.B y Old Ring
Brncly, thr well-known df'tectlve. In which he lays down
some '<"ahrnhle rul es for hel!'lnners, and nJso r:elntes some
adv<'nt11rPs of well-known d etectives.
No. 60. HOW TO ~ECOi\IB A PHOTOGRAPHER._
Containing useful Informati on reJ!'arding the Camera an d
how to work It; nl•o how to make Pl)otogrnphic Mnglc
[Jf,~st{;~"te~~ldes and other Tran s parencies. Hand ~omely
No. 64. now TO llfAKE FJT,ECTRJCAJ, llf,ACHINES
- f'ontalnlng !ull direction s for making electric-a\ mnchlnes. induction coils. i!ynamos and many novel toy,.
ro he worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fullv
llln strnted.
·
No. 63. llffiLDOON'S ,JOKES. -The most original
~ oke hook ever puhJlsbe<l , 11 nd It 1R brimful of wit nnd
humor. It contains a large <:Oll<'ctlon of songs, jokp.q
connnnrums , etc., of erren ce llful<loon, the great wtt'
l111morl•t a111l nra~tlc a l j oke r of the cl•Y.
'
~o. IHI.
HOW TO no PTTZZJ,F:S. - Contninlng over
thrrf' 1111n<lrrn lnterestln .I? p uzzles and conundrum•. with
kev to snmr. A eomnlptp hook. Fullv 111nstratr<l.
No. 67. HOW TO no ET,ECTRICAL 'l:UICKS.- Con tnln ln:r n larg-e collection of Instructive and highly
nm11 slng electrical tricks, together with Illu s trations.
B~·. A. Anrlfrson:
No. 68. HOW TO 00 ('HEMTCAL 'l,'RJCKS. - Con t aini ng "''er one hnnilre<l highly amusing and lnstrnctive tricks with chemical$. By A. Anderson. Hand·
somf'l,v ll111strated .
No. 69. now TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HANO. - Contnlnlnl? over ftftv of the latest and best tricks used by
mRl?lclnns. Aleo contalnlnl!' the ""cret of • econd sight.
Fully lllnstrnted. lly A. Anilnson.

For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent to
any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy,
in money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, lac.
166 West 23d Street

New York

